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From the President

It is not my intention to continue to use this page for the
promulgation of my personal affairs, however, just as
in the last issue I sought the indulgence of our readers to
celebrate the birth of my grandson, I again ask you to
bear with me as I mourn the death of my father.
Bill Williams was born in Barry, Wales in the
closing months of the nineteenth century. He arrived in
Australia in 1921, finally, in the mid 1930s, settling at
Mt Tamborine in Queensland, where he lived for the rest
of his long life, . At his death on September 5, he was
just six weeks short of his 90th birthday.
A man of firmly held opinions, he was always
tolerant and moderate in his dealings with people. He
was a voracious reader and his failing eyesight in his
later years was a great trial to him. He was always interested in, and conversent with, events in the world at
large. The views he held were those he arrived at after
rational consideration of the facts and were expressed
with vigour, though never dogmatically.

He taught me that knowledge was worthwhile in its
own right; that to read is one of the great pleasures
that life holds; that the other person's point of view
should be respected, even when you disagree with it
and,above all, that one should always think for one's
self. He was a sceptic in the best possible meaning of the
word.
I wish to thank all those members of the Skeptics whc
have been so kind with their condolences. I will continue to try to live up to all of those good examples my
father gave me.
Bill Williams was a gentleman and a gentle man. My
mother, my brother and our families will miss him. We
all loved him very much.

- Barry Williams
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Sixth annual
convention a
great success
The sixth annual conference of
Australian Skeptics, celebrating
the tenth anniversary of the organisation, was held at the Holmsglen
Conference Centre in Melbourne
on June 9-10, 1990. Mark Plummer, president of the Victorian
branch, was responsible for organising the event and his aim was to
involve as many of the skeptics as
possible, at the lowest possible
cost. This proved to be a successful
tactic as more than 160 members of
the public attended each day of the
conference, which stretched the
capacity of the lecture theatre to the
limit. Participants in the conference included visitors from NSW,
the ACT, South Australia, Queensland and Tasmania.
The conference theme was "Science Education and Critical Thinking" and it was opened by former
Science Minister Barry Jones who
has had a long time interest in
Australian Skeptics, having attended the inaugural meeting, ten
years ago. Mr Jones spoke on the
theme of scepticism in a broad
context and cautioned against unthinking scepticism, which leads to
cynicism.
The debate was opened by Professor Dick Gunstone, from the
Faculty of Education at Monash
University, who spoke on "The
Need for Critical Thinking in Science Education" and he was followed by a talk entitled "Idealism
and Science Education" by Dr Jim
Cairns, former Deputy Prime Min-

ister and Treasurer.
The next debate was led by Dr
Neil Archbold, Lecturer in Earth
Science at Victoria College,
Rusden, whose topic was "Creationism - Can it be Part of Science
Education?". He was opposed by
Dr Carl Wieland, Managing Director of the Creation Science Foundation, who spoke on "The Right to
Teach Creationism in Science Education". Question time followed, in
which both speakers were subjected
to vigorous cross examination from
members of the audience.
Saturday's events culminated in a
dinner at which the after dinner
speakers were the former and the
current presidents of Australian
Skeptics, Mark Plummer and Barry
Williams, who described the history of the organisation and regaled
the audience with many anecdotes
about some of the more bizarre
occurrences they had encountered
during their terms of office.
Sunday's proceedings commenceci with a debate on the validity of astrology, in which Mr
Douglas Parker, a professional astrologer put the case in favour and
Dr Steve Roberts, Secretary of the
Astronomical Society of Victoria,
put the case against. An incident
occurred after Mr Parker left the
meeting, in that he discovered that
his car battery was flat and he requested the loan of jumper leads to
start his car. This caused some
amusement among the less kindly
Skeptics who wished to know why
this event had not been predicted.
A debate on alternative medicine
followed, with the critical view
being proposed by Dr Stephen Basser, Medical Administrator of the
MacLeod Repatriation Hospital
and the less critical view being put
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by Dr Richard Hetzel, President of
the Whole Health Institute, who put
a case for a blending of alternative
and orthodox medicine.
The final debate was on the topic
"That Australian Skeptics should
Tackle Religion", with Robert
Macklin, journalist and author of
"The Secret Life of Jesus" putting
the affirmative case, and Barry
Williams, National President of
Australian Skeptics putting the
negative. These two papers appear
elsewhere in this issue.
The conference was closed by
Mark Plummer, who pronounced it
a great success and announced that
the 1991 conference would be held
in Sydney, over the Queen's Birthday long weekend in June.
The Victorian Committee and
especially Mark Plummer are to be
congratulated on the success of the
convention.

•

Honours & awards
Australian Skeptics congratulates
Professor Michael Archer, professor of zoology at the University of
NSW, on his receipt of one of the
inaugural Eureka Prizes for Science. He was presented with the
ABC Prize for the Promotion of
Science by the Governor General,
Mr Hayden, at a ceremony at the
Australian Museum on September
14th. The award recognises his skill
at conveying the excitement of his
fossil marsupial finds at Riversleigh
to the general public.
Mike Archer is a long-time and
enthusiastic supporter of Australian
Skeptics and is one of Australia's
most distinguished opponents of
creation pseudo-science.

Mafu - Further reflections
Mark Plummer
The visit of Penny Torres to Australia, to act as a medium "channelling" a Pompeiian leper Mafu, gave
me a chance to put into practice
some debunking skills I had learned
in the USA. While I was working at
CSICOP we had been able to apply
linguistic techniques to our study of
channellers and I hoped to use this
approach here. Unfortunately, during the recent visit, I was only partly
successful.
Had Ms Torres actually been
channelling a citizen of Pompeii,
then it is not unreasonable to suppose for that entity to remember the
tongue he had used in life. The
claim was made that Mafu could
remember his past life and it reasonable to assume that these memories
should have been stored in some
linguistic form. Yet when challenged to speak in Latin on the
"Couchman" TV programme, Mafu
refused. Secondly, when she was
allegedly channelling, Penny Torres, in keeping with most channellers, used a different voice from
her normal one. This skill is not
evidence of any external entity influencing the channeller and is quite
common in competent actors (one
can imagine the numbers of entities
who could be "channelled" by actors with the imitative skills of
Meryl Streep and the late Peter Sellers, had they had the desire to do it).
A ware of an analysis of the voice
patterns of prominent American
channellers' by leading American
linguist, Prof Thomason I approached a number of Australian
linguists, with the request that they
read his work and comment on

Penny Torres' voice and accent
while she was in Australia. Regrettably, they all declined, preferring "not to get involved".
This disinclination by some
Australian academics to get involved in exposing fringe areas is
unfortunate and contrasts with
the attitude of their counterparts
in the USA.
We had ample notice of the
visit of Ms Torres and were invited to participate in the Couchman ABC TV programme, in
which psychologist David Freeman and myself were to appear
on stage with Ms Torres and her
assistant. We had a great deal of
material on our subject from
CSICOP and other sources and
had had the advantage of seeing
her appearance on the previous
day's Channel 9 Midday with
Ray Martin programme, in
which Barry Williams had
treated her claims with amused
disbelief. This typically Australian approach was obviously new
to Ms Torres, who is more accustomed to being treated seriously
by the American media. (see the
reportintheSkeptic Vol 10No2)
She was clearly unnerved by the
experience and we decided to use
a similar approach in Melbourne.
The best laid plans, however,
do not always stay firm when
dealing with the proponents of
the New Age. When we arrived
at the ABC for the taping of the
Couchman show, we found that
Ms Torres had refused to appear
if David Freeman and myself
were allowed to share the stage
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with her. Peter Couchman was
faced with the dilemma that he was
about to pre-record a programme,
for transmission later that evening,
and his principal guest was threatening to withdraw. This is a common
tactic, used by 'psychics' in the
USA, to ensure that they can control
the show. Couchman took the only
course available to him and acceeded to her demands. He requested that David Freeman and I
remain in the front row but assured
us that we would be given preference during the question period.
We could have stood on our dignity and withdrawn from the show
but it would be unlikely that we
would have been invited to take part
in any further shows had we done so.
It is unfortunate that the producers
of TV current affairs programmes
do not realise that they do not have
to pander to the demands of visiting
'psychics'. As was shown by the
Carlos hoax of a couple of years ago,
the 'psychic' depends on the free
publicity afforded by the media to
get an audience and the producers
are actually in a strong position to
set their own standards and to insist
that they be adhered to.
I briefed members who attended
the show and suggested that we refer to her as Penny Torres throughout and not to use any of the titles,
such as Mafu, Swami Paramananda
Saraswati etc, which she had
adopted. She appeared to be happy
to respond to her given name, even
when she was supposedly in her
Mafu persona. She began the show
with the initiative as she went into
her performance of pretending to be
Mafu, the leper from Pompeii,
which seemed to convince the believers in the audience that her play
acting was real. We began by re-
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questmg that she spoke m Latln,
which she steadfastly refused to do
throughout. Her excuses were long
and unconvincing but that did not
appear to discomfort the believers.
We missed an opportunity at this
point in not demanding that, if she
would not speak Latin, then she
should try English, in lieu of the
pretentious gibberish which she was
spouting.
Couchman had invited an actress
to demonstrate the ease with which
a trained person can put on a performance as a medium, which she
was about to demonstrate when Ms
Torres interrupted and changed the
subject. Unfortunately, the programme never got back to this
demonstration, but it should have
been clear to all that Ms Torres'
performance as Mafu was not of
Oscar standard. Torres was clearly
nonplussed when a member of the
audience stated that, although she
herself was a medium, and believed
in the spirits, she could not understand the "wisdom' that Mafu was
propounding. And so say all of us.
Probably the most telling strike
against Ms Torres came from her
own mouth. It is an article of faith
with most channellers that the
events which occur while they are
channelling are unknown to them
when they are in their normal state.
Ms Torres has publicly stated, on
more than one occasion, that the
only way she knows what Mafu says
is if someone else tells her. Yet, on
the Couchman programme, she
answered questions as Penny, about
things that had been put to her as
Mafu. I wished to reinforce this
point during the programme, however, time ran out. I need not have
been worried, as this was the most
common point raised by people who

had viewed the programme. Ms
Torres had in fact been hoist with
her own petard.
In an overview of Penny Torres
visit to Australia, we can be confident that her media performances
would not have advanced her cause
at all. Her performance was amateurish and would only have convinced those who were already were
committed believers. It is generally
recognised that no committed believer will be turned off by any rational analysis. If the performer
puts on a good show, then it convinces them; if the performer acts
badly, as Penny did, then that is
"proof' that she is not acting at all
and is thus genuine. We are unable
to ascertain just how much money
Ms Torres made from her visit to
Australia, but we have been told that
people who sought to attend her
performances without paying were
despite her assurances to the contrary on the Ray Martin show, not
admitted.
Penny Torres was, before her decision to become a channeller, a
housewife from Los Angeles. The
"wisdom" she offers to her followers is precisely what one would
expect from such a source. It was
quite disconcerting, during the
"Couchman" programme, to see the
blind acceptance the believers gave
to Ms Torres' pronouncements of
pap and their conviction that what
she said was some sort of profound
statement about the world. But
then, the same sort of people said the
same sort of things about the statements of Carlos and we all know
that James Randi made up Carlos
thoughts to be trite and meaningless
but to sound like typical New Age
verbiage. We await the visit of Shirley MacLaine, who at least can act

•
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Skeptics supremo in UFO
non-abduction SHOCK!
On September 4, 1990, at approximately 0450, while travelling between Mt Tamborine and Beaudesert Qld, en route to my home in
Sydney, I observed to the north west
a bright green light. When first
observed, this light was 2-3 degrees
above the horizon towards which it
rapidly descended. The event took
less than one second. I have never
previously observed any similar
phenomenon. On arrival in Sydney
some 13 hours later, I had completely forgotten the event. I was
concerned that my journey from Mt
Tamborine to Sydney had taken
more than one hour longer than had
the reverse trip, four days earlier. I
was also suffering from a severe
pain in my right knee.
My memory was jogged later the
same evening when at approximately 2015, while feeding some
apple to a possum on my garage
roof, I observed a bright meteorite
trail in the western sky.
At this stage, I was faced with a
dilemma. Should I parley a strange
green light, a missing hour and a
pain in the knee into a best selling
book, a film contract, fame and fortune, or should I remain a sceptic?
Clearly green lights in the sky are
unusual, missing time is a staple of
the alien contact genre of UFOiogy,
as are physical discomfort and
memory lapses. Abductions of
Australians by the denizens of
Sirian space craft are sufficiently
uncommon as to cause querulous
comment from local UFOiogists.

The abduction of an office bearer in
a sceptical organisation must certainly be unique.
On the other hand, the pain is
more easily explained by my pressing on an accelerator for fourteen
hours with a foot, the associated
knee of which is arthritic. The missing time can be accounted for by a
weekend trip to Queensland, with a
noticeable lack of semi-trailers on
the New England Highway, not to
mention a complete absence of road
works, being compared with a Tuesday trip back in which both time
wasters were prevalent. The memory loss may properly be ascribed to
the event having occurred in the first
hour of a fourteen hour drive, which
had left me in a condition described
in the best medical text books as
"knackered".
But what of the green light? As a
former member of the RAAF, I
knew that it was not a starboard
navigation light of an aircraft; it did
not look like a flare and as an amateur astronomer, I knew it was not
any celestial phenomenon with
which I was familiar. What could it
be?
One of the advantages of being an
Australian Skeptic is that you have
access to people who know what
they are talking about. I made a
quick phone call to Prof Colin Keay,
president of the Hunter Region
Skeptics and professional astronomer at Newcastle University.
Colin, whose specialist field includes meteorites, told me that the

green colour indicated the combustion of oxygen by a fairly large
meteoroid close to the earth.
Visions of riches beyond the
dreams of avarice vanished in a puff
of reason. There will be no headlines in the sensationalist media. I
guess I will have to be content with
being the first president of Australian Skeptics to have had a Close
Encounter of the Subsequently
Identified Kind.
As I have often said, there is no
money in being a sceptic, but it is a
lot of fun.
BW

Apology from
the Editor
This issue of the magazine, as I
probably do not have to tell you, is
late. This has been caused by a
number of factors, including the updating of our computer soft- and
hardwares, which led to our page
layout programme not working, and
to the fact that five of the National
Committee members were overseas
(including one of the Editors, but
not the Treasurer in case anyone
was worried).
For this I apologise to all our readers, however, this is a considerably
larger issue than normal and the
delay has allowed me to enter more
articles for the next issue, which
should be early. Which will be a nice
change, as No 4 is usually late.
BW
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PREDICTIONS

Nostrada01us and the Middle East Crisis
Allan Lang
During the recent events in the Middle East some people
apparently rang radio talk-back programmes with the
news that Nostradamus had predicted the crisis. Unfortunately I was not able to hear any of these claims, and
have no idea what was said. At first I thought that this
might prevent me from making any comment on the
latest "Nostradamus was a prophet" claim. Then it
occurred to me that ignorance has never been a handicap
to other people when writing about Nostradamus.
On the basis that any fool can make any case from
Nostradamus, I decided to simulate a case for the Nostradamean prediction of current Middle Eastern events,
considering that if I have assumed an argument that was
actually not made, its place would be completely filled
with one that was worse. (pace Mark Twain)
Author's disclaimer: The following is a simulated
argument and should be believed at your own risk.

Nostradamus predicted the 1990 Iraqi invasion of
Kuwait!
Four hundred years ago Nostradamus foresaw that
the Final Anti-Christ (A-C) would rise up when the Cold
War between the USA and the USSR ended.
Quatrain 2:89
One day the great powers will become friends
Their great power will be seen to increase
The new land (America) will be at the height of its power
To the man of blood (the A-C )the number is reported
Nostradamus of course actually named his candidates for the first two Anti-Christs as Pau. Nay. Loron
(Napoleon) and Hister (Hitler). Is it possible that he also
named the third? In the Nostradamus industry, nothing
is impossible.
We can probably discount
Nostradamus 's naming of people like Louis Pasteur and
Tony Barber in this context.
However, there is the interesting case of:
Quatrain 2:62
Mabus will soon die, then will come

A horrible slaughter of people and animals,
At once vengeance is revealed coming from a hundred
lands
Thirst and famine when the comet will pass.
Up to now Nostradamen have failed to interpret
Mabus, however, I can now reveal the real meaning for
the first time. As is well known, Nostradamus spoke
anagrammatically (see Pau Nay Loron above). If we
reverse Mabus, while at the same time reversing the "b"
to make it "d", we get "Sudam". QED.
And where will the A-C arise? Nostradamus knew.
Quatrain 8:70
One who is ugly, wicked andfamous will come to power
and tyrannise all of Mesopotamia.
He will make friends by seducing them
and the lands will be made horribly black by destruction
The final line obviously refers to the use of chemical
weapons by an Iraqi Third A-C. These are even more
clearly referred to in another Quatrain.
Quatrain 8:77
The Third Anti-Christ very soon annihilated
Twenty seven years his bloody war will last:
The heretics dead, captives, exiled
Blood soaked human bodies, water and reddened icy
rain covering the entire earth.
There is a seeming conflict between "soon dead" and
a twenty seven year war. Nostradamus obviously
meant, by personalising it to "his" bloody war, that it
covered Saddam's entire struggle to achieve his personal ambition. This can be considered to have begun in
1968, making 1995 the final year.
"Heretics dead" refers to the execution of Saddam's
opponents;
"Captives" are western hostages;
"Exiled" are the Kuwaiti El Sabah family
"A reddened, icy rain" is an obvious reference to chemical weapons.
The rise of the Iraqi war machine is predicted, as is the
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battle over the Shatt-el-Arab waterway, in:
Quatrain 3:61
The great band..... will arise in Mesopotamia
Near the river shall be a light company
Which will hold that law for an enemy.
The Iraq-Iran conflict is also alluded to in:
Quatrain 5:25
The Arab Prince, Mars, Sun, Venus in Leo,
Will make the rule of the church suffer at sea,
Towards Iran nearly a million men will march
Ver. Serp will also invade Turkey and Egypt.
Here we have Nostradamus seeing Saddam Hussein
(the Arab Prince), fighting the theocratic Iranian mullahs (Church .... towards Iran) and then, later Turkey and
Egypt (which were among the first countries to mobilise
after the Kuwait invasion). The accuracy of
Nostradamus's vision is attested by the number he
ascribes to the size of the Iraqi army (nearly a million).
The World Defence Almanac 1989-90 (Mooch Publishing Group) gives the strength of the Iraqi army as
950,000.
Immediately after the invasion of Kuwait, there was
concern that an economic embargo of Iraq might fail
because Turkey would not close a pipeline. Nostradamus knew better.
Quatrain 5:47
The Great Arab will march on,
But his ambitions will be undermined by the Turks.
The surprise of the Kuwaiti invasion and the speed of the
western response is predicted in:
Quatrain 4:39
The Arab Empire will now reveal its intentions
And Hesperia (land of the west i.e America) will compensate for the losses.
Here endeth the argument

•••••••
The preceding was just to demonstrate that anyone
can mine Nostradamus to find the odd reference for any
historical event. The real question is, "Did anyone see
these predictions in Nostradamus's writings before
August 1990?" As always, the answer is no. The tum of
events in the Middle East has been as much a surprise to
the Nostradamen as to everyone else. Nevertheless, I
will here make a fearless prediction- At least one Nostradaman will write a book, after the event, which will
retradict N's knowledge of the events.

Real people, however, must recognise that Nostradamus lived in a world where the geopolitical situation
was somewhat different from that which applies today.
It was only 60 years since the last of the Moslem
territory in Spain had been recaptured. To the east, the
Ottoman Empire was advancing into Europe and was
only 50 miles from Vienna. To the south, the Barbary
States were major naval powers.
Under these conditions, Nostradamus's many quatrains dealing with a Moslem-European war, involving
invasion of Europe through Spain, Italy and Germany,
described a possible, though as history proves, a not-tobe fulfilled prophecy. Where modem writers fall into
absurdity is through assuming the situation today to be
identical to that in the 16th Century. While Nostradamus spends considerable time worrying about a
Moslem invasion of Prance, he spends none considering
a Mesopotamian invasion to seize the oilfields of Arabia
or the Gulf. (Does that surprise you?)
While it is easy for modem writers to produce predictions for a violent Arab/European war, getting specific
forewarnings of actual events in the present day Middle
East is slightly more difficult.
A brief review of modem writers on Nostradamus
shows that almost all of them totally discount the possible rise of an Arab military leader in Mesopotamia, or,
as Nostradamus unaccountably failed to call it, Iraq. J
examined the works of the current crop of Nostradamus
analysts to discover how they had previously analysed
two quatrains (3:61 and 8:70), which were chosen
because:
( i) they mentioned Mesopotamia ;
(ii) their meanings could, just possibly, be taken as
referring to the current crisis
3:61
The great troop and cross bearing sect
Will arise in (or direct itself to) Mesopotamia
From the nearby river the light company (will come)
Which such a law/religion will hold for an enemy.
8:70
He will enter, vile, wicked, infamous
Tyrannising over Mesopotamia.
He makes all (his)friends by the adulterine lady;
Horrible land, black of physiognomy.
Line 4 may have been meant to have been read "hor·
rible thief... " Much of the ambiguity in Nostradamus
may be due to atrocious proof reading. In this case, Nostradamus may have written "lerre" and his publishe1
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then printed "terre".
In chronological order, Nostradamus's interpreters
saw these verses as follows:
Lee McCANN (1941) includes news of a bit of future
trouble with the Arabs, principally by lumping N's Arab
Threat quatrains into a bundle. However, she omits both
Mesopotamia quatrains as an Arab invasion of Europe
and that the events associated with this would be all over
by August 1987.
Henry ROBERTS (1947) declares that 3:61 means "A
great organisation, with some sort of cross as its emblem, shall emerge in a land between two rivers. Near
one of these rivers, some traitors shall give the enemy
assistance." Like most of Henry's interpretations, this
is nicely literal and inane and no real advance on N's
own impenetrable poetics. No-one could possibly specifically relate this to the current crisis, or indeed to
anything else. According to Henry, 8:70 means "the
country near Babylon will be terrorised by a person of
the Negro race", which is even less apt than the previous
example.
Erika CHEETHAM (1975) has no idea what 3:61
might mean, but thinks that Mesopotamia might be the
the area between the Seine and the Mame, and that the
verse refers to Germany's occupation of France in 1940.
In 8:70 she thinks Mesopotamia may be Avignon,
between the Rhone and the Durance.
Charles Nelson GATTEY (1977) includes N as one of
the prophets in his "They Saw Tomorrow". However,
as Gattey only mentions past fulfilments, his book might
better be called, "They Saw Yesterday".
Probably the best claim could be made for Jean Charles
de FRONTBRUNE (1980). Although he considers
8:70 to refer to Ayatollah Khomeini's exile in Iraq from
1963-1978, he did relate 3:61 to future Western-Arab
conflict. Just to ensure that we did not overlook this, The
Adelaide Advertiser, on Friday 17th August, carried an
item fromAgence-France Presse pointing out that Jean
Charles was saying "I told you so". The translation
given in the AFP report was:
"The great band and anti-Christian sect of Mos/ems
shall rise up in Iraq and Syria, near the Euphrates, with
an army and shall consider the Christian law as its enemy."
This is substantially what he wrote in in 1983, except
that then he translated compagnie leg ere as "tank force"
rather than "army". It should be noted that Frontbrune
tends to add his own interpretations into N' s text In
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Moslems is solely Frontbrune's addition. What N
originally said was "secte crucigere" . Most commentators have taken this as coming from the Latin for
"cross-bearing", crux-gerens, Nostradamically modified so that it will rhyme with the subsequent line three
and meaning "crusaders". Frontbrune declares that the
original was secte crucifigere or "sect of crucifiers'
meaning Moslems. I would be the first to admit that N
did seem to suffer from syncope on occasion, however
reading "crucifying sect" as "Moslems" stretches the
meaning of crucifiers to Humpty Dumpty proportions
Frontbrune shares with Nostradamus the nationality of
Nicholas Chauvin and restricts the basic arena of the
predictions to France. As such, he probably reflects the
original intentions much better than do British or
American interpreters, however, while the predictions
may be reasonable reflections of 16th Century France
their applicability to 20th Century occurrences requires
a substantial suspension of reality. Frontebrune principally sees the Arab/European war occurring in Europe
Rene NOORBERGEN (1981), although he follows a
similar pattern to de Frontbrune, sees it slightly differently. In his scenario, Russia is allied to France, America and Britain (Frontebrune has them allied with the
Arabs). The Chinese attack before the Arabs, rather
than after them. In particular, he places 3:61 at the end
of the Holocaust War. (Pri0r to this, a large meteor has
hit the Earth, China has launched a nuclear attack, there
germ warfare, against the West, invaded Russia, invaded Europe in concert with the Arabs. England has
been flooded, the British have landed in France, the
Russians and Americans have taken the offensive and
recaptured Europe and the Chinese have surrendered
Dull it ain't.) He does see 8:70 as referring to a
Mesopotamian Arab, of questionable reputation, making trouble about August 1987.
John HOGUE (1987) did not consider either of these
quatrains worth mentioning. Indeed, Iraq does not loom
large in his writing. This may be because he predicted
that Hussein would be totally defeated by Iran in August
1987, so it is unlikely that current events would have
been anticipated. Hogue, in his "Nostradamus and the
Millennium", nominated four candidates for the Third
Anti-Christ, none of them Saddam Hussein. But then
Hogue also said that the great new spiritual teacher who
will bring peace and enlightenment in the New Age, is
none other than the late Silly Old Bhagger, Shree
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Rajneesh. Rogue's four candidates for the Anti-Christ
are:
A pair of terrorists known as the Two Abus;
Ayatollah Khomeini
Khaddafi of Libya, whom Nostradamus considers a
"posturing fool", or at least that is what he told Delores
Cannon
Delores CANNON (1989) had the advantage of actually talking with Nostradamus. In "Conversations with
Nostradamus: His Prophecies Explained", she used
hypnotic regression techniques to conjure Nostradamus
from several subjects, similar to "past life therapy". But
it can't be th~t. They couldn't all be Nostradamus, could
they?
Despite this "advantage" she failed to give us any
warning of current events. Like the others, she appears
not to consider Mesopotamia an interesting area and
totally ignores both quatrains. (All may not be lost. Her
book is styled Volume 1, and these verses may appear in
Vol 2 as "fulfilled predictions". But what's the use of
postdictions I say.)
If any conclusion can be drawn it is that the current
mob of Nostradamus experts have shown a remarkable
degree of almost "psi-missing" in failing to relate either
of these verses to presently unfolding events. So,
despite all claims for Nostradamus's amazing vision,
the situation remains: in 400 years, no-one has yet
managed to predict the future by using the writings of
Nostradamus.
Late News: It has now been noted that a 1949 Warner
Bros cartoon had Bugs Bunny falling into the clutches
of a black-moustached Hussein of Baghdad. This appears to be a far more accurate prediction than any of
Nostradamus' s nonsense.
I wish to thank M V Jones for providing a non-credulous
translation of Nostradamus, and, in particular, his suggestion of a possible misprint in quatrain 8:70. AL
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Skeptics Library
Barry Williams
Beginning with this issue, I will list some of the book~
which are available and which cover various topics of
interest to Skeptics. The selection is personal and
covers books that I have in my library, or those I have
read and can recommend. This first list will cover
books on the Creation/Evolution debate. Readers are
requested to let me know of any other books which
they think should be added to the list.

Creationism- An Australian Perspective, M. Bridge
stock & K.Smith (eds), Australian Skeptics, 1986.
The Blind Watchmaker, Richard Dawkins, Penguin
Books, 1988
Dictionary of Science and Creationism, Ronald L
Ecker, Prometheus, 1990
The Monkey Business, Niles Eldredge, Washington
Square Press, 1982
How Life Began, Roy A Gallant, Four Winds Press,
1975
Scientists Confront Creationism, Laurie R Godfrey
(ed), Norton, 1984
Hen's Teeth and Horse's Toes, Stephen Jay Gould,
Pelican , 1983
Abusing Science, Philip Kitcher, The MIT Press, 1983
In the Beginning, Chris McGowan, Prometheus, 1984
Science and Creationism, Ashley Montagu (ed),
OUP, 1988
The Creation Science Controversy, Barry Price, Millennium Books, 1990
but is it Science?, Michael Ruse, Prometheus, 1988
Darwinism Defended, Michael Ruse, AddisonWesley Publishing Co, 1982
Confronting Creationism: Defending Darwin,
D.R.Selkirk & F.J.Burrows (eds),NSW University
Press, 1987
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STUDENT ESSAY WINNER

A Skeptical Examination of
Faith Healing
Mary-Ann Barfod
Many, if not most, of the phenomena which fall in the
realm of parapsychological research are trivial and
purposeless (Moore, 1987). Even if it were possible to
psychokinetically bend cutlery or elevate furniture,
even if a huge creature did roam the forests of North
America or swim the lakes of Scotland, even if one could
determine the personality of a stranger from their date of
birth, the lines in their palms, or the length of their nose,
what use would this be? The existence of these phenomena would be almost as worthless as their nonexistence
Not so with healing. The existence of a method for
miraculous healing would radically alter the lives of
millions of people, if not the entire world. It is perhaps
therein the attraction of healing lies.
At this point it may be appropriate to say what is
meant by healing. In a general sense, healing can be
defined as a restoration to health. Doctors, surgeons,
dentists, nurses, psychiatrists and psychologists heal.
Medicines heal. And people get better for no discernible
reason - this too can be called healing. However, for the
purposes of this essay, healing is defined as a restoration
to health effected by mechanisms beyond those recognised by conventional medicine (Benor,1984). Included in this definition are faith healing, spiritual
healing, Christian Science, psychic surgery, spirit healing and a hotchpotch of separate practices that have little
in common other than their claim that they are capable
of restoring health (Sabbagh, 1985). And while this
claim may not be completely unsubstantiated, it is
proposed here that when restoration to health occurs, it
occurs for none of the reasons given by the healers
themselves (Sabbagh, 1985).
Healers work in so many different ways that classification is virtually impossible (Stanway, 1986), however
healing systems can be crudely divided into three basic
types based on what is identified by the system as the
source of the healing power. Healing may be attributed
to: ( 1) God or Jesus Christ; this is generally called faith
healing or spiritual healing; (2) supernatural life forces
or disincamate spirits, sometimes referred to as spirit

healing; or (3) psychic phenomena such as extrasensory
perception and psychokinesis, generally called psychic
healing. Whatever its source, the healing force is generally impossible to measure or even detect (Stanway
1986), and consequently it is impossible to predict
whether a patient will be healed. Most healers do not
keep clinical records to allow assessment of success
rates, however it appears that only a fraction of those
patients treated by healers respond with measurable
physical changes (Benor, 1984).
Patients who seek healers often feel they have
reached the bounds of what conventional medicine has
to offer. Basically, such patients are of two types: (1)
those in whom no physical ailment can be detected; and
(2) those in whom the condition has no known cure, such
as diabetes, arthritis and cancer (Jones, 1987). And it
would seem that there are classes of sicknesses which
healing cannot cure; for example healing is particularly
powerless to mend broken bones or heal open wounds
or even do a little thing likt restore lost teeth (Warfield
1972). However, healing is especially effective in the
treatment of nondiseases, that is, half-perceived discomforts or anxieties which healers label and thus
elevate to disease status (Sabbagh, 1985). Healers tend
to focus on psychosomatic medicine (Ben or, 1984); the
psychosomatic link is monopolised by some healers as
if it were a concept that did not exist in conventional
medicine.
Many Western healers are practising Christians and
attribute their healing powers to the intercession of God
or Jesus Christ (Stanway, 1986). Typically they first
diagnose illness without any prior acquaintance with the
patient and without performing a physical examination
(Benor, 1984), claiming that their information comes
from God and that the healings are done by God or Jesus
Christ working through them (Steiner, 1986). While
spiritual healers may not necessarily demand that the
patient has religious beliefs (Stanway, 1986), lack of
success is often attributed to lack of faith on the part of
the patient (Randi, 1987). Ironically, a large source of
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antagonism to spiritual healing comes from the Church,
as most formal churches have for various reasons been
unable to endorse healing (Stanway, 1986). Consequently, healers have formed breakaway churches or
religious groups such as Christian Scientists, the
Emmanuel Movement, and New Thought (Kelsey,
1973) whose main focus is healing the sick. Within
more conventional churches, it is popular for the sick to
visit healing shrines such as Lourdes in France and
Holywell in Wales in the hope of cures (Weatherhead,
1952). And this century has seen the emergence of
evangelical faith healers such as Oral Roberts, Peter
Popoff and Rex Humbard in the United States (Randi,
1987), and "psychic surgeons" such as Tony Agpaoa
and Juan Blanche from the Philippines (Schaller &
Carroll, 1976).
The Church of Christ (Scientist) or Christian Science was founded in 1879 by Mary Baker Eddy, who is
the author of "Science and Health", the 'bible' of Christian Science (Weatherhead, 1952). Christian Scientists
believe that disease, pain and even death are illusions
produced by the human mind and typically refuse any
kind of conventional medical attention (Schaller &
Carroll, 1976). Members who fall ill may send for a
Christian Science healer trained in metaphysics who
persuades the patient that the illness is unreal (Weatherhead, 1952). Certain Iy the wholesome lifestyle of Christian Science may have positive health benefits, but there
are numerous flaws in the theory, which is at times
inconsistent, incoherent and confused. Disease is not an
illusion created by man; scientific research shows evidence of disease among animals before man existed
(Weatherhead, 1952). And pain serves a very real purpose as a signal that something is wrong which should
not be ignored. Christian Science healers give the same
treatment for all illnesses, yet claim "cures"without first
having diagnosed disease (Weatherhead, 1952). But
perhaps the most disturbing element of Christian Science is the ill-treatment of children, who are not immunised or given proper medical attention, even for broken
bones (Stanway, 1986). In short, a society based on the
teachings of Christian Science would at best be rife with
disease and suffering, at worst, self-destructive.
Every year literally hundreds of thousands of people
flock to the small town of Lourdes in the south of France
in the hope of being healed (Randi, 1987). Lourdes is
just one of a number of such places throughout Europe;
it was "discovered" in 1858 when a young girl, Ber-
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nadette Soubirous, claimed to have seen the Virgin
Mary there, and later unearthed a nearby stream. The
stream supposedly has special healing powers, although
nothing especially beneficial can be detected in its
waters. In fact, there is a high risk of infection from the
slow-flowing water; those who bathe in it are often
unclean, incontinent, or have skin diseases or discharging ulcers or sores, and typhoid germs have been found
in specimens of the Lourdes water (Weatherhead,
1952). In short, while the psychological effects of
meeting up with fellow sufferers may be beneficial,
there is no evidence that the water or any other aspect of
Lourdes itself can make miracles happen (Randi, 1987).
Presently the most prominent of the healing systems
that attribute their healing power to heavenly intervention is the modem evangelical healing movement which
emerged in the United States in the 1940's (Randi,
1987). This is a multi-million dollar industry which
again lacks any firm evidence of actual cures that may
be attributed to the intervention of God or Jesus Christ.
In fact, James Randi, a magician and a founder of
CSICOP, the Committee for the Scientific Investigation
of Claims of the Paranormal, has exposed several of
these faith healers as using cheap gimmicks and outright
fraud and deception in their healing crusades (Steiner,
1986; Jaroff, 1988). However, the most disturbing element of this form of healing is that failure of the method
becomes a burden of guilt for the patient to carry as it is
attributed to a lack of faith on their part.
A special variant of religious healing is psychic surgery which originated in the Philippines. Psychic surgery now appears to be spreading throughout the World,
attracting thousands each year - the gullible, the desperate, the hopeless, the terminally ill (Schaller & Carroll,
1976). Again, the treatment remains the same whateve1
the illness may be; whether the surgery is for cysts,
cancer, diabetes or arthritis, psychic surgeons appear to
extract masses of tissue from the patient; tissue which
has been identified as being chicken, rabbit, cow, even
vegetable in origin. However, the rationalisation fm
this is simple - the deadly tissue is transformed into innocuous substances by supernatural forces (Randi,
1982). And once again there is no evidence of any cures
that could be attributed to the "surgery" alone. Randi
and others, in contrast, have repeatedly demonstrated
that the psychic surgeons use sleight of hand and simple
magic props such as false thumbs, balloons of blood,
and razor blades concealed in cotton wool, accompa-
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nied by skilled showmanship to amaze and astound their
audiences (Smiles, 1980; Randi, 1982).
Some healers latch onto psychic phenomena such as
extrasensory perception (ESP) and psychokinesis (PK)
and use these to diagnose and heal illness (Stanway,
1986). They may diagnose illnesses by obtaining the
information telepathically from the mind of the patient,
from the patient's physical condition, or from the minds
of others present, or precognitively from diagnoses yet
to be made. Healers could then cure the patient directly,
via PK, or by telepathically influencing the patient to
cure him/herself, to heal people at a distance, or to
impregnate objects with healing powers (Aakster,
1986). However, as the existence of psi powers has yet
to be proven beyond reasonable doubt, these theories
can in no way be cited as evidence for the existence of
healing.
A related theory is that healing occurs when energy
is transferred from the healer to the patient (Benor,
1984). This idea of energy transference appeared to
receive support from experiments by Maxwell Cade and
Cashford (1980) who found that the EEG amplitude of
the psychic healer increases during treatment whereas
that of the patient decreases. However, Hearne (1982)
hypothesised that this was not due to energy flow, but to
differing states of cortical arousal in the healer and the
patient. He tested this by monitoring the EEG activity in
people performing mental arithmetic and people who
were simply instructed to relax and found a similar
significant difference. Thus this theory, too, would seem
to be relatively unsubstantiated
Yet although only a portion of healers' diagnoses are
accurate and only a fraction of those patients "healed"
respond with measurable physical changes (Benor,
1984), healing sometimes works, or appears to work.
Every day there are people who feel better after healing
treatment, however the reasons given by the healers are
seldom those responsible (Sabbagh, 1985). Realistic
explanations for the occasional effectiveness of healing
are more likely to lie in the realms of psychology and
physiology than the domains of heavenly intervention,
energy fields, or psi phenomena (Sabbagh, 1985).
The term "faith healing" may be interpreted in two
ways. To some it may suggest that the healing is effected
by the force to whom the faith is committed, be it God,
spirits, or the charismatic healer. Alternatively, "faith
healing" can be seen as implying that the healing occurs
due to the action of faith itself (Warfield, 1972). Healing
simply makes use ofa sort ofempathy as the main source
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of the healing power (Stanway, 1986); in listening to the
patient and providing reassurance and compassion, the
healer may reduce anxiety and tension and even suggest
away symptoms (Benor, 1984). There can be little doubt
that, whatever the method, reducing anxiety and tension
alone may produce very beneficial results, and suggestion can certainly play an enormous part in bringing
about a cure (Moore, 1977).
To some extent, this is a need which has in the past
been filled by conventional medical practitioners. Previously, when little medical help could be offered,
doctors devoted more time to counselling and supporting patients, however the advent of modem medical
science has greatly altered the patient-doctor relationship (Jones, 1987). This point becomes increasingly
salient when one considers the types of patients who
seek healers - those for whom modem medicine can do
little, because there is nothing physically wrong with
them or because there is no known cure for their condition (Jones, 1987).
Another important element to consider when examining why healing appears to be effective at times is
spontaneous remission. The natural variability of all
disease means that there are periods when patients feel
better and actually have physically improved (Sabbagh,
1985). While the actual reasons for remission may not
be discernible, it is a simple matter to ascribe it to a
"miracle" or intervention by supernatural powers
(Moore, 1977). The "Freireich Experimental Plan'
provides a tongue-in-cheek analysis of how it is possible
to utilise natural periods of remission to "prove" that a
treatment is effective (Sabbagh, 1985). If the treatment
in this case healing, is applied after a period when the
patient has been getting progressively worse, there exist
four possibilities: (1) the condition may improve, and
thus the treatment appears to be effective; (2) the disease
may stabilise, and again the treatment appears to be
working as it has arrested the course of the illness; (3) the
patient may continue to get worse, which may indicate
that the treatment was sought too late and that the dosage
should be increased (in the case of healing the patient
should have more faith); and (4) the patient may die,
which again indicates that the treatment was overdue
(Randi, 1987). No matter what, the healing method is
never proved wrong.
This highlights the importance of establishing rigorous experimental controls when testing the effectiveness of any treatment method. First and foremost, the
condition must be clearly defined and diagnosed before
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any healing treatment begins and again after the "cure",
to ensure that a real illness is being treated and that the
patient is in fact restored to health. Secondly, the effect
of confounding variables, such as the effect of the
empathetic relationship with the healer or the randomness of human physiology, must be excluded (Sabbagh,
1985). Unfortunately, the strength of the proof seems to
be in inverse proportion to the rigour of the controls. To
some extent the representation of healing by the media
is also at fault. Just as we, on a personal level, selectively
attend to only that information which reinforces our
beliefs, healing successes are typically glorified in the
popular press, whereas the numerous failures are discarded and ignored (Randi, 1987).
Perhaps partially as a result of this, the fact still remains
that, in spite of the lack of evidence for the effectiveness
of healing, people still believe in it (Sabbagh, 1985).
Apart from the fact that the healing industry is a form of
semi-institutionalised dishonesty, it is not as harmless as
it may seem; real dangers exist (Sabbagh, 1985). Believing that they have been cured, patients may discontinue
conventional medical treatment, which can in some
circumstances be fatal, for example, in the case of
diabetes. Alternatively they may waste precious time
before seeking legitimate treatment; this may be specially crucial for cancer sufferers (Pepper, 1987). But
perhaps more concerning than those who endanger
themselves through their own ignorance and gullibility,
are the innocent who are put at risk through the practices
of others. Two especially salient examples here are
children who are endangered by the mistaken beliefs of
their parents, or contagious persons who falsely assume
themselves to be healed and thus endanger the entire
community (Sabbagh, 1985). Senior citizens are also
especially vulnerable; their health needs are greater,
they often have chronic conditions such as arthritis for
which conventional treatment is only partially successful, and they are often housebound and were raised in a
more trusting era and thus more susceptible to tempting
advertising (Pepper, 1987).
A final word should be said on the healers themselves.
It is the opinion of this author that they are also of two
types: ( 1) those who truly believe in what they are doing;
and (2) those who truly deceive. The former are as
ignorant as their patients, and need to be brought to grips
with the fact that the physical problems of the human
body are much more than merely influences of the mind;
no amount of faith will remove tumours or restore lost

limbs. The latter are the opportunists and the swindlers
who knowingly deceive and prey upon the desperate
the hopeless, the terminally ill. These are the real criminals, guilty of fraud, theft, and even murder, and they
should be punished accordingly.
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Are you a science fiction fan?
No, not the stuff produced by von Daniken or the
creationists. The real stuff, written by people who
can write and who know that it is fiction. Victorian
Skeptic, Dirk Strasser, is Co-editor of a new Australian SF magazine, AUREAUS and has offered copies
to readers of the Skeptic at $6 per copy (RRP $6.95).
Send your money to PO Box 538, Mt Waverley, VIC.
3149.
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THE LAW

Rip-offs and Retnedies
Nicholas Cowdery Q.C.
In "Quack Attack: Part IV" (the Skeptic, Vol 9, No3),
Harry Edwards posed the question: " ... it is interesting to
speculate what the legal standing of a New Age crystal
shop proprietor would be, should a customer suffering
headaches, unknowingly caused by a brain tumour,
suffer a stroke and drop dead after trying to cure (them)
by using a quartz crystal recommended by him".
Perhaps Mr Edwards sets law examination questions
in his spare time, but it should be said that the answers
are clear enough, depending on the many unstated
variables which will inevitably exist. To identify those
variables and modify the answers accordingly, anyone
affected should see a solicitor.
If the customer is dead, having gone alone to purchase
the crystal, and the proprietor has made no admission of
making a representation, then unfortunately the practical result will be that no liability of any sort will be
proved against the proprietor.
But let us suppose that the stroke did not prove fatal.
Even (to be incurably optimistic) let us suppose that the
tumour was medically diagnosed after a week of unsuccessful application of the crystal and successfully removed surgically.
The real question in both circumstances is: what potential liability do quacks and charlatans of any description incur?
The law has many remedies against them.
Trade Practices Law:
Part V, Division 1 of the Trade Practices Act (a Commonwealth law) provides civil sanctions against misleading or deceptive conduct by corporations engaged
in trade or commerce, or conduct by them that is likely
to mislead or deceive. For these provisions to be
available, therefore, the crystal shop business would
have to be conducted by a company. (There are
constitutional reasons why the Commonwealth legislation is concerned with corporations.)
A claim that a crystal will cure headaches is false - we
all know that and, what is more, it can be proved in court.

Even qualified claims may be regarded as misleading or
likely to mislead. The belief or intention of the seller
provides no defence - the conduct is judged objective} y.
The remedies available could include damages by way
of compensation for harm caused by misrepresentations, an injunction to prevent them being repeated and
even more severe orders (for example, destruction of
the stock) if circumstances warranted it,
Division 1 of Part V also includes criminal sanctions
(usually fines) for certain types of false or misleading
representations: for example, a representation that
goods have performance characteristics, uses or benefits they do not have. The belief or intention of the
representer may be irrelevant.

Tort Law:
When a member of the community (be it a natural
person or a corporation) does a wrong to another, which
results in loss or damage, it is called a tort. The torts
relevant to this question are trespass to the person,
negligence, deceit and products liability.
1. Trespass to the person includes assault, battery, false
imprisonment and the intentional infliction of nervous
shock. If these are committed without consent and
cause loss or damage, then the victim may sue.
(a) Assault consists in intentionally creating in an
other person an apprehension of imminent harmful or
offensive contact.
(b) Battery is committed by intentionally bringing
about a harmful or offensive contact with the person of
another.
For these torts, usually but not necessarily combined
as "assault and battery", any striking, touching, depositing of something on another, etc. if without consent
will be actionable. Damages may be recovered which
include compensation for the fear or insult suffered.
(c) False imprisonment occurs when a person intentionally and without lawful justification subjects another to a total restraint of movement. The victim need
not know of it (eg as when a door is locked and later
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unlocked without the occupant of the room knowing) but in such circumstances the damages would be minimal.
(d) If a person by his conduct intends to terrify,
frighten or alarm another, then provided the conduct is
of a kind reasonably capable of terrifying a normal
person (or was known or ought to have been known to
him to be likely to terrify the victim for reasons special
to him) then he will be liable for loss or damage caused.
The conduct must really be calculated to, and does,
cause mental damage of a very serious kind - not every
trivial indignity will be actionable.
2. Negligence is the failure of a person (or corporation)
to observe an appropriate standard of care in circumstances where a duty of care is owed. The loss or damage
must be the foreseeable consequence of such breach and
the damage caused must not be too remote.
What all that means, in relation to this question, is
that if a person holds himself out as having some special
skill or competence (like being able to provide crystals
that cure headaches) then he must act in accordance with
the standard of skill and competence of an ordinary, reasonable crystal seller. (Wow!) He should not make such
claims.
In effect, if a person holds himself out as having
skills he does not have and causes damage, he will be
liable for such damage as results from the victim's
reliance on the assertion of those skills.
And if that is not clear, what are solicitors for?
In Mr Edwards' example, it might be argued that if
the crystal seller claimed curative powers for the crystal,
the customer made it clear that he would rely on that
claim in preference to seeking medical attention and his
condition deteriorated, then the seller would be liable
for damages suffered by reason of that deterioration: but
it is a grey area, illuminated by the specific facts of any
particular case.
3. Whenever a person by a knowingly false statement
(including an expression of opinion) intentionally induces another to act upon it to his detriment he commits
a tort of deceit
The detriment may be financial, personal or to tangible property.
It is interesting to let the imagination roam through
the pseudoscientific and paranormal world looking for
possible instances of the commission of that wrong.
4. Products liability is a growing area where both
manufacturer and vendor of faulty products may be
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liable for breaches of warranties or negligent manufacture and/or sale.
Beware of exploding crystals!
Contract Law:
The breach of a term (express or implied) in an agreement (written, oral or implied) between two or more
parties may give rise to an action for damages.
In addition, the Sale of Goods Act imposes many obligations on vendors and provides remedies for purchasers in various circumstances. In brief, goods must be of
merchantable quality, comply with their description and
be fit for any specific purpose for which they are sold.
Warranties must be complied with.
If the crystal will not cure headaches but was sold for
that specific purpose, there has been a breach of the
implied condition of fitness for purpose. It may be a
rocky road to recovery (no pun intended) but the customer could at least recover the price paid.
Miscellaneous:
There are various Acts of State Parliaments enabling
contracts to be reopened and set aside. One such is the
Contracts Review Act (NSW) which enables a court to
reopen a contract which was (or part of which was)
unjust at the time it was made, and provide relief.
Such avenues might be open to persons who become
bound, for example, to a long course of "treatment" for
a large sum or payment by way of instalments.
Criminal Law:
The victim may in some circumstances enforce State
criminal law. Section 178BA of the NSW Crimes Act
makes it an offence for any person, by any deception, to
dishonestly obtain for himself or another any financial
advantage. (There are similar provisions in other States
and Territories)
The deception may be deliberate or reckless; but the
offender must be proven to have acted dishonestly.
Dishonesty is a somewhat elastic concept - it is judged
by invoking what is thought to be the community standard; what reasonable and honest members of the
community would regard as dishonest.
It is interesting to note, by way of illustration, that or
27 September, 1984 one Angela Makryllos was convicted of three such charges. The Sunday Telegraph of
30 September, 1984 reported:
Continued.... p.25
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Skeptics Challenge to Firewalkers
We continue to hear reports of people being invited to
take part in "firewalking" seminars for a substantial fee.
The message associated with this nonsensical and potentially dangerous practice is that some kind of mental
conditioning, brought about as a result of the seminar,
protects the participants from being burnt by coals with
temperatures measured at between 600- 1000 degrees C.
As has been practically demonstrated by a number of
Skeptics groups throughout the world, the reason why
people can walk on a bed of coals without being burnt is
because coals are low in both heat capacity and thermal
conductivity. It has nothing whatever to do with any
mental conditioning, attitude, altered conscious or any
other psychological factor. It is simply because of a well
understood law of physics.
If any person walks briskly across a bed of coals,
preferably with damp feet, they should come to no harm.
Why anyone would want to walk across a bed of coals
is another matter entirely. Nevertheless, there are
potential physical dangers attendant upon walking on
coals. Should a fire walker fall while walking, he is quite
likely to be severely burnt and is very unlikely to be
protected by any "mental preparation".
Australian Skeptics therefore issues a public challenge to any promoter of firewalking seminars to
take part in a public test of their claimed abilities.
In general terms, the test will consist of walking on a
10 metre long steel plate which will be heated to a
temperature of no more than 250 degrees C. The firewalkers will be invited to walk the length of the steel
plate, barefooted. They may use any mental techniques
that they believe will protect them from harm. We will
insist that each walker sign a form, absolving Australian
Skeptics from any blame for any injuries he may incur
during the tests.
If a firewalking promoter can demonstrate that his
mental control of his physical body allows him to
complete this test without harm, then Australian Skeptics will pay him $20,000 and will widely publicise the
fact that he has passed our test If a firewalking promoter
fails our test, we will also widely publicise this fact.
This offer is only open to those who promote firewalkin2: seminars for a fee. Those neonle who h::ivP.

participated in firewalking after having paid a fee and
who may believe that what they have learned will in fact
protect them from harm might like to consider these
facts. Our steel plate will be heated to no more than 250
degrees C; this temperature is less than one third of that
measured for the bed of coals on which you walked; in
fact, this is approximately the temperature of the baking
dish in which you cook your roast dinner. Do you
believe that you could remove the hot baking dish from
the oven with your bare hands? Probably not. Yet, the
air in the oven is at the same temperature as the dish and
that does not bum your arms when you are removing the
roast. The reason for this is that air has low thermal
capacity and conductivity, while the metal baking dish
is high in both these attributes. The same physical laws
apply in the case of coals and ashes, which also have low
capacity and conductivity. In all these cases, it is not the
temperature that is the problem, it is the heat content and
the conductivity of the material. Mental training has
nothing whatever to do with your ability to prevent
yourself from being burnt in a firewalk. It only depends
on what it is you are walking on.
Our readers, especially (hose who work in the news
media, are requested to bring this challenge to the
attention of anyone they know of who is offering firewalking seminars for a fee. The results of this challenge
(if any) will be published in future issues of the Skeptic

Enquiries should be addre~ed to : PO Box E324,
St James, NSW, 2000

Scientific breakthrough?
Skeptic reader, Brian Robson, discovered the following notice attached to the wall of a Bondi Rd Post Office

"FRICTION FROM AEROPLANES CAUSE THE
OFF BALANCE OF OUR PLANET AND CAUSE
MOST WEATHER DISASTERS, WINDS AND
EARTHQUAKES. IMMEDIATE ACTION MUST
BETAKEN".
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CONVENTION DEBATE "PROPOSITION"

The Skeptics Should Tackle Religion
Robert Macklin
Thank you for the opportunity to be involved in a debate
of such potentially profound importance to Australian
Skeptics, and perhaps to the wider community. The
proposition is that, "The Skeptics Should Tackle Religion".
The great pity is that it has already been decided.
Much as I would have wished otherwise, the die has
been cast and this makes the debate something of an
anti-climax. I'm very sorry this is so; my only consolation is that it was decided in my favour. This happened
on the 23rd May, during a most memorable appearance
of many of our Victorian members on a programme
called "Couchman". I would like to congratulate the
participating Skeptics on their contribution. You did us
all proud.
Ostensibly, the subject was an American channeller
- that's spelt charlatan - who transformed herself before
our very eyes into a divine entity called Mafu. Well, the
Skeptics quite rightly took her and her followers to the
cleaners and it was all good fun .
The Programme was almost over when suddenly the
redoubtable Peter Couchman turned to a member of the
audience called, I believe, Father Paul Collins. Father
Collins, we learned, is a Roman Catholic priest, in good
standing with his church, a graduate, he told us of some
14 years deep and concentrated study of his craft; a man
of real religious moment; an authority on the subject.
Peter Couchman asked him to sum up the proceedings
and this is what he said: "What you people (meaning the
skeptics) don't seem to realise is that what we have been
involved in here tonight has been a religious experience." He was quite specific. Elementary it might have
been, he said, but it was unquestionably a religious
event. Indeed, he said, the difference between his
calling and the channeller's was not qualitative, simply
quantitative. He had spent 14 years at the seminary, she,
on the other hand, had taken a full two days to graduate.
So already, on the word of a priest, the Skeptics had
taken the fatal step. The debate was over, the issue
decided. And who am I to question the word of a priest?
Nevertheless, in a spirit of fair play I think it only right

to go through the motions here this afternoon.
I have said that the debate was potentially of profound
importance to our organisation and, perhaps, the wider
community. I mean that quite deliberately. It is important only if the view that I and my colleagues are putting
prevails. If that happens an important development will
take place. If our view fails, then perhaps we will simply
return to the status quo. Perhaps, but not certainly. For
it may well be that the very act of bringing this motior
to the meeting will alter the way in which our organisation sees itself, and therefore the way it operates and the
way it is viewed by the community.
If I may, I will return to this aspect later. I mention
it now, only to underline the gravity of the action we are
taking - or not taking - today.
So, at the heart of it lies the proposition that Australian Skeptics should incorporate religion in the mainstream of the activities it seeks to examine and, where
appropriate, debunk. In fact, I am not totally prejudging
the issue. It may be that, on examination, one or other
religion turns up trumps. We might find that Roman
Catholicism, say, or Islamic Sufism actually fulfils all
the claims its proponents make for it. We might find
incontrovertible evidence for the migration of souls; for
the attainment of Nirvana; for the transsubstantiation of
the host; for the living presence of the Rainbow Serpent.
We might. But then again, we might not. I admit that
the latter seems the more likely but I'm sure that none of
us here would be heartbroken if, through rational and
provable means, the answers to the great underlying
questions were able to spring forth and reveal themselves.
I say that because it has been my experience in the
organisation that skeptics are among the most passionately involved in the quest for answers. We don't
approach our situation in the universe in a negative
manner; we really want to know more , and if we can
know the ultimate truths - if indeed there are ultimate
truths - then we would want to be first with the news.
Our problem - if indeed it is a problem - is that on the
way we have been disillusioned with the snake-oil
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salesmen who claim to know the truth of the matter and
utterly disheartened with the simplistic nostrums they
purvey so single-mindedly.
Now I appreciate, perhaps as much as anyone here,
the difficulties involved in investigating the facts, when
it comes to religion. Some of you will be familiar with
my recent book, "The Secret Life of Jesus". If I could
use a very Australian analogy, it was a little like researching the life of Sir Donald Bradman, then finding
there is some confusion about the first Sheffield Shield
match he played in.
Apparently there were four scorers. The first, named
Mark, said he scored 20 and was caught Pilate, bowled
Caiaphas.
The second, a chap called Matthew, said he actually
made 40 not out and W.G .Grace, the father of the game,
had only ever made 39 on the same ground.
The third, a rather poetic bloke called Luke, who
wrote in the vogue of Neville Cardus, said he made a
brilliant century. But then, at 101, said Luke, he fell to
a body line trap set by the opposing captain, a man named
Douglas Jewdine.
The fourth scorer, called John, threw everything into
confusion. He said Bradman wasn't even there at the
time. And he was better known as a bowler. Indeed, on
the day in question he was opening the bowling for a
team called the Gnostics in Asia Minor.
But then, curiously enough, all but Mark said he had
a second innings. It was a very brief appearance and the
consensus was that he retired hurt while the rest of the
team batted on. Indeed, there is a strong suggestion that
some spectators waited at the ground to watch him
resume his second innings .... and it may be that they are
waiting still.
And there, I'm afraid, the analogy must end. The last
person I would want to offend would be ... Sir Donald
Bradman. His name will live while ever there is a
flanneled fool on a cricket oval. The same, I fear, will
not hold true for Jesus - or Yeshu'a - the god.
But, in the long term, in perhaps 50 or 100 years, he
will have joined that neglected band of former gods,
figures like Mithras and Zoroaster and Apollo and Isis
and '.Zeus, who had their moment in the sun (or the moon)
and then were decently put aside.
But this will only happen if organisations like ours
have the will and the courage to hold high the bright
flame of reason, if we are not prepared to buckle before
the powerful forces of superstition.
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This of course is precisely what the religionists have
done with the Jesus figure of history. They have bidder
the human truth behind the mumbo-jumbo of sacramental witch doctoring. They have attacked reason, our only
guide through the darkness of ignorance and they would
keep us, mentally, in chains.
They will try, as they have always tried, to induce in
us a sense of dependence upon them; and their hatred for
humanity and all its works will continue to put our
species in jeopardy. Whatever figure they may use, be
it Jesus or Mohammed or Mafu, be they based on an
historical or an imaginary personage, the religionist's
motives are the same: to subdue the sceptic, to extinguish the light of reason, so that they may continue to
glorify themselves in their palaces of fear.
In this they have been enormously successful. The
fact that we are having this debate at all is proof of that.
They are promoting an absurdity, yet, amazingly, the
burden of proof is on us. We are the ones debating!
Are we so cowed by them and their politics of fear
and guilt that we will tum away and give them free rein
to infect the rest of our human family with their disease?
Or will we have the courage to simply say "No, I will not
be your willing slave; I will not sacrifice my reason and
my dignity on your altar of fear and I will not stand by
while you work your will upon my brothers and sisters.'
That, I believe, is the real question which we are deciding today.
But why us? Why the Australian Skeptics? Why
should we expose ourselves to the vituperation and
hatred which, I assure you, will follow as night follows
day, if we agree, in terms of the motion, to tackle
religion?
Why don't we simply play safe and, where we find
them, knock over the little guys, the fringe dwellers, the
easy targets like the astrologers, the numerologists, the
channellers, the faith healers and the poor old misguided
water diviners?
I think that there are three good answers. The first, I
would contend, is this:
The fringe dwellers are but a superficial, even a trivial
symptom of the deeper illness. They are only of marginal importance. But they can only prosper, however
briefly, in a world where the religious concept - that is
the belief in manifestations which defy reason - is
respectable and is allowed to persist unchallenged.
So, while ever the source of the problem is ignored
and only the symptoms treated, the disease will never be
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cured. Indeed, we might as well pack up now and
disband ourselves so that each can prepare to bend the
knee and seek admittance to the mystic ashram which
awaits us all. I can hear the mantras beckoning like the
siren songs of old. We can all go that way if you wish.
The second is more practical and goes, I suspect, to
the heart of the matter. The religions assert that, underneath the clerical powerplays and the sacramental
horseplay, they really care, and care deeply, about
humanity. In proof of this they construct great charities;
St Vincent de Paul; The Salvation Army; private hospitals; private schools; rest homes; retirement villages and
the like. It is, of course, only incidental that these
activities allow them to remain untaxed and to acquire
great wealth, power and influence in the community.
But essentially, they are able to say (with real justification) that the sceptical, the non-believers, simply
could not care less about their fellows. In this, they
might well be able to mount a very good case , despite
the fact that the vast majority of charitable work comes
from the public, secular purse.
But my concern is with a different kind of shelter for
those among us who are in pain and turmoil: the young
people, the middle aged and the old, who have spent
their long or short lives being bombarded by the religionists. They have resisted and they are resisting, but
they cannot do it alone, the pressures are too great.
Everywhere they turn, they see that the religionists care;
the religionists want them; will care for them; will hold
them close.
And the alternative? There is none except solitude,
unless we are prepared to offer them a home, a place
where they can find that their doubts are not abnormal
(or subnormal), where they can gather their internal
forces and set out again refreshed, in the know ledge that
someone else cares; and most importantly, that there is
no price tag called "faith" in the caring.
If we don't do it, who will? The atheists? The anarchists? The nihilists? No, there is only the Skeptics.
If you say no to this motion, then, in doing so you will
send them a signal, "Stay away. You're not wanted."
I think we are better than that.
The third reason is even more practical. It concerns
our future as a species. We are told, and I accept it, that
we are facing an ecological crisis. Our population is
soaring beyond sustainable limits. If this continues, the
inevitable result will be tragedy, either in the form of war
or the desecration of the planet Yet, at this time, the
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leader of the richest, the most powerful and the most
influential organisation in the world refuses to allow his
followers to use safe birth control methods. Refuses to
allow women to make decisions about their bodies and
their futures. And he refuses these things, not on
thoughtful, humanitarian grounds, but strictly on religious grounds. Those who would oppose this motion are
signalling their agreement with these policies. They are
demanding that we simply stand by and watch the
tragedy unfold.
There are however, very good reasons to say no to the
proposition that we should tackle religion. No doubt
Barry Williams will put them to you far more forcefully
than I, but I would not want you to think that I am
unaware of the problems that could arise. The first is
organisational, the second mythological.
Organisationally, we must ask ourselves if we really
want to be the repository of all those who doubt or reject
the religious way? If this were to take place, then I
suspect that we would grow in numbers and there would
be the attendant factional divisions which, in the ACT
branch at least, we are currently free from. A sudden
growth in membership might be a problem, but I am not
suggesting that, in any way, should we attempt to
become an alternative "church for the unbeliever". Nor
do I propose that we engage in any of those organisational ventures such as rest homes or charities. I see the
Skeptics simply as a focal point, an oasis of reason in a
dangerous sea of religious faith, a great cry of common
sense above the angry mutterings of the contending
fanatics.
So, organisationally, provided we remain as loose
and as free as we currently are, I suspect we will be able
to handle it.
Secondly, there is a danger in literalism. In tackling
religion, we should be very careful to make a correct
identification of the ball-carrier. There is a wonderment
and a richness in human mythology and there is a very
deep need within all of us to listen to and learn from the
myths handed down through the generations.
Many of them, such as the Garden of Eden, are
terribly destructive; others, which illustrate the continu•
ous cycle of death and rejuvenation, are valuable and enriching to the human experience.
It is only when the myth is propogated as faith by
which we should jettison our powers or reason and
accept the man-made strictures which the priests will
tell us flow from the myth that we should react with
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The Skeptics Should Not Tackle Religion
Barry Williams
There is very little of substance in Robert Macklin's
presentation with which I would personally disagree.
My point of departure from his views lies in the methods
we should apply to problems we both acknowledge.
The primary aim of Australian Skeptics is to "investigate claims of pseudoscientific, paranormal and similarly anomalous phenomena, from a responsible, scientific point of view". That is a worthwhile purpose, we
do it well and it is what I believe we should continue to
do.
Among the things we do not do are the investigation of
shonky car dealers, economic predictions, ordinary
(non-paranormal) confidence tricksters, political promises, advertising hyperbole or any of the myriad other
dubious claims, or claimants, at large in the community.
Whilethese areas are undoubtedly worthy of
investigation,there are other organisations which deal
with such matters, and no doubt they do it a great deal
better than we could.
Macklin .... from previous page
firmness and strength.
The trick is to separate the myth from the organisation, to tackle the ball carrier, not the ball itself. If we did
the latter - aside from being quite a useless exercise, - we
would look awfully foolish on television.
Finally, I would like to make it clear that I am not
advocating that we immediately undertake a programme attacking the plethora of religions in our midst.
I am not asking that we declare war on religion or any
other belief system.
I am asking that we make a statement that to tackle
religion is within our brief - and that it is proper for the
skeptics to undertake such investigations, both individually and as an organisation.
I am asking that you don't say to me, and those like
me who wish to tackle the main game, that there is no
place for you in the Skeptics, that you and your works are
not welcome.
I am asking, in essence, that you don't send us away.
Thank you.

•

As a general statement of purpose, we have always
eschewed the pleasure of investigating religion per se,
considering that it lies outside the ambit of our published
aims. I believe that we do this for very good reasons,
both from a philosophical, and more especially from a
pragmatic standpoint, and notwithstanding Rob's very
persuasive case,as this paper shall seek to demonstrate.
Let us first consider what is meant by the phrase
"tackling religion". At what level is it suggested that we
tackle it?
Does it mean that we should investigate religion as a
social phenomenon?
Does it mean that we should investigate the mundane
practices of religious organisations?
Does it mean that we should investigate the fundamental
beliefs and dogmas of religions?
Does it mean that we should investigate specific claims
made by people, in the name of religion?
I believe that we can dispose of the first two options very
quickly.
Religion, as a social or psychological phenomenon is,
and always has been, a feHile field of study for social
scientists. There is no doubt that, throughout human
history, people have involved themselves in religious
practices and, I strongly suspect, people always will. In
this context, the impulse to religion is a bit like masturbation; if it did not satisfy some real need within the
human species, then it is unlikely that so many people
would indulge in it. That aside, there is nothing pseudoscientific or paranormal about the phenomenon of
religion. Much as some sceptics might regret it, religion
is an all too normal human activity.
The second option, the mundane practices of religions, are equally outside our terms of reference. Many
sceptics may consider practices such as compulsory
celibacy, fasting, circumcision, ordination or non-ordination of women, ritual cannibalism or whatever, as
being curious, or even outrageous, but they are not
paranormal or pseudoscientific activities. To an objective observer, the rituals of religious organisations are
no more peculiar that are those of football clubs, political parties or any of the other organisations in which
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pie involve themselves. That religious organisations
attract to themselves certain privileges, bestowed by by
the body politic, and which are not available to other organisations, is a matter of concern to many Skeptics. I
agree with that concern but religious organisations are
not alone in attracting privileges, which also apply to
sporting organisations, trades unions, service organisations and many others. They are likely to continue to do
so while politicians perceive that there are votes in it.
Therefore, to address these problems requires political
activity, which also lies outside the ambit of the Skeptics
aims.
Next, we must address an area that lies quite clearly
in the realm of the paranormal; the fundamental beliefs
of religions. To approach this subject, we must consider
just what it is we are discussing. There seems to be no
doubt that we, the human species, have a great need for
certainty in our lives and that we are the only species, as
far as we know, which has the certain knowledge of its
own mortality. That is no easy burden to bear, regardless of how rationally we may like to view the world.
Little wonder then that the majority of religions have, as
a fundamental tenet of their beliefs, some form of
survival of the death of the corporeal body. Whether this
survival is in a spiritual form in some sort of 'paradise'
as many religions hold, or whether it is accomplished
through reincarnation, as others assert, very little in the
way of testable evidence is ever offered in support of the
proposition. More of which later.
The existence of deities is a further common factor in
many, though not all, religions. The evolution of deities
matches the evolution of human societies. Our tribal
ancestors had a simple, animistic religion in which
spirits controlled every animal, object and natural phenomenon. These spirits were used to explain almost
everything that happened and were very personal to the
people. As civilisation developed, these natural spirits
also became more formalised into the polytheistic pantheons of such cultures as the Egyptians, Greeks,
Romans and Norse (and, of course, many others). These
gods did not inhabit individual items but tended to be
associated with somewhat more abstract concepts, such
as the state, or war, or love, or the family. They were
more formalised than the nature spirits but nonetheless
retained some personalised attributes. Finally we reach
the stage of having a 'world' god, responsible for
everything that happens, or has happened. Many people
claim to have personalised relationships with such dei-
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ties but it is, to my mind at least, a claim that is
impossible to sustain at any level of the intellect.
In this fleeting brush with the history of deism, one
trend is obvious. Gods are invented to explain those
things we do not understand. As we learn more about the
natural world we inhabit, then our cultural gods are
forced further into the realms of mysticism. "God of the
gaps" is a term which I believe is applied to this phenomenon. To the Norse, Thor with his hammer was a
perfectly reasonable explanation for thunder but it is
unlikely to be given much credence by a modem meteorologist. A great flood which covered the whole world
and from which an elite group was rescued by their
deities, may have meant something to the Babylonian
citizens of a riverine culture but it is not sustainable in
the light of our present knowledge.
Which gets me back to my point of departure into the
thickets of theological speculation. Most Australians
(around 85% is the figure I have seen), when asked the
question, "Do you believe in God?" will answer "Yes"
When called upon to elucidate on that assertion, most ol
them, at least in my experience, retreat into mumbles
and scratchings of the toes in the dirt. Believers in gods
to a very large degree, will not (or cannot) tell you the
mass, temperature, volume, pressure, viscosity, reflectivity, colour, or indeed any other physical attribute of
their god. If, as seems likely, gods are without physical
attribute then they are in fact abstract concepts and as
such, are no more testable in a "responsible, scientific
manner", than are such other abstract concepts as love or
beauty.
I suspect that there are as many perceptions of "god"
as there are people doing the perceiving. Stephen
Hawking, in a recent TV programme, is quoted as saying
that if God represents all the underlying natural laws of
the universe, then he believes in God. I find that
proposition difficult to dispute. If God is used as a
shorthand term for the underlying laws of nature, fair
enough, but, if this pantheistic concept is accepted, it
disposes of any sort of personal god, which is sure to
antagonise the adherents of most religions. This sort of
god does not punish you for breaking its laws because
there is no way in which you can break them. You can
of course be punished for attempting to break the laws
as anyone who steps off the top of a very tall structure
will quickly discover. The same applies to surviving
death. Of course, we all do survive death, in the sense
that our constituent atoms do not cease to exist, just
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because we cease to breathe, but this 1s not very
satisfactory as a religious concept
Which is all a rather long winded way of getting to my
point that, while the fundamental beliefs of religions
may well be paranormal, their very lack of specificity
leaves us with no sensible way in which we can test
them.
We could of course indulge ourselves in long, and
ultimately fruitless theological debates, just as people
have been doing for as long as they have been human,
but we have to ask ourselves what does theological
speculation achieve? To a large extent, theological
debates resolve themselves into ever more esoteric
rehashings of old arguments, without ever reaching any
sort of conclusion. To my mind, the legendary debate
about how many angels could dance on the head of a pin
is one of the more serious examples of theological
argument. That may be a naive view of the topic, but I
do believe that if we were to adopt Rob's views we
would reduce Australian Skeptics to the status of a
theological debating society, a fate which I believe our
organisation is far too valuable to deserve and a regression that I, for one, would find most distressing.
This brings me to my final option. Should we investigate specific claims, made by people, in the name of
religion? To this question, there can be only one
answer,"Yes". That is precisely what we have always
done. In broad terms, every paranormal claim is made
in some sort of religious context. The believers in astrology, numerology, et al clearly believe what they
believe as an act of faith. Their beliefs are updated
versions of primitive animist religious concepts. However, the adherents of these beliefs do make testable
claims and those claims can be, and are tested by
sceptics and are frequently shown to be baseless. The
same can be said of many claims that are made in a more
directly religious context.
It has never been the case that those who make
dubious, but testable, claims can cloak themselves in
some sort of mystical shield called "religion" and thus
avoid the scrutiny of the Skeptics. Claims made for the
Turin Shroud, faith healing, and the sad joke that is
Creation "science" have always been investigated by
Skeptics and should continue to be so investigated.
Finally, let us get away from the esoteric morass of
theological speculation altogether and rejoin the real
world of newspapers, politicians, football commentators, public relations consultants, economists and fashion designers. This is the area that someone has cleverly
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ref erred to as "the marketplace of ideas" and It 1s m this
marketplace that we sceptics have to sell our wares. Our
"product" is rational thinking and that is not necessarily
an easy product to sell.
Australian Skeptics is operating in this marketplace,
and has, through the efforts of our quite small membership, developed a reputation as a responsible organisation. Where once we had to fight for recognition, now
our views are sought, particularly by the media. One of
the reasons for this state of affairs is that we have denied
ourselves the pleasure of being dogmatically and raucously offensive to those whose ideas we dispute. We
are perceived as being a tolerant, moderate and reasonable organisation, capable of giving a sound, rational
response to dubious claims. This is important in the
ideas market, in which perceptions count for a great
deal. We have to sell the concept of a rational, scientifically based view of the world to an audience to which
that view does not necessarily come naturally.
One way to make the job harder is to alienate 85% of
your potential market before you utter a word. As I
mentioned earlier, around that percentage of Australians profess some sort of belief in some sort of deity. It
is probably a reasonable speculation to say that more
than half of these people are only nominally religious;
functionally they are agnostic, however, one of the best
ways to force a nominal member of some religion to
defend his loosely held faith is to make a frontal attack
on it.
There are other organisations whose main purpose is
to tackle religion and, to be frank, they are very seldom
heard from in public forums, while the Skeptics' views
are very often heard in those same forums. I believe this
is so because we do not arrogate to ourselves any
concept of ideological purity but, instead maintain an
attitude with which any reasonable individual can identify. I doubt very much if we will advance our cause a
millimetre by adopting a stance of being "unholier than
thou".
Before you damn me as the ultimate unprincipled
pragmatist, let me suggest that, by promoting a general
idea of scepticism in the areas we do encompass, we are
automatically encouraging people to apply critical
analysis to other areas of their lives as well, be they
religious or any other. Critical thinking is a difficult
concept to learn, but it does get easier with practice.
That is the practice we have always adopted and that is
the practice I believe we should continue to adopt.
Rob used analogy brilliantly in equating the Chris-
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tian gospels with cricketing reportage. Let me also
conclude with an analogy derived from another favourite pastime of our species - war. Consider two generals,
neither of them particularly engaging personalities,
each in control of huge armies, each trying to win a war
for his side. The major difference between them was
their approach to the unpleasant job they had. They also
had one other thing in common, the name Douglas.
Douglas Haig thought that victory on the Somme could
be achieved by sending countless men to their deaths,
charging into massed machine guns. Douglas MacArthur, for all his faults, was considerably less profligate with the lives of the men under his command. His
island hopping strategy in the Pacific, leaving large
garrisons of his enemy behind him and out of reach of
logistical support, undoubtedly saved many lives.
I have no doubt that Australian Skeptics will suffer
if we insist on making frontal assaults on well entrenched opponents who hugely outnumber us. Much
better to encourage a climate of critical thought in which
they will wither on the vine, while never forgetting that
people have the right (and are likely to continue) to believe anything they please, regardless of how foolish
those beliefs may appear to us.
While I agree with many of Rob Macklin's concerns,
to do as he suggests will require that Australian Skeptics
become a fundamentally different organisation from
what it is now. We would become just another player on
the stage of sectarian disputation, indulging in tendentious, and ultimately futile, theological speculation. We
would waste our energies in chasing the will-o-the-wisp
of seeking answers to the unanswerable. We would
distract our attention from that which we do well testing the testable.
. I believe that Australian Skeptics is far too valuable
an organisation for us to debase our currency in this way.
I believe that what we do now makes far too valuable a
contribution to the life of our community for it be
diluted by indulging in esoteric arguments we are unlikely to win. I believe that we will continue to be
regarded as a voice of reason while we continue to focus
on that which we do best, calling into question dubious,
testable claims and providing reasonable explanations.
That is what we should continue to strive for, not to
be seen as some niggling fringe group, with a pure philosophy and no audience.
I am sure that all you rational people will agree.
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Rip-offs .... from p.17
"In the witness box, two women said that they had paid
$11,000 for black magic to bring back a lost boyfriend,
remove a disfiguring birthmark, break up an unacceptable romance and remove curses, which were unveiled
when Makryllos read Tarot cards for them."
Makryllos promised to bring back the boyfriend for
$4,000, remove the birthmark for $3,500 and terminate
the romance for $3,500, all by using what might best be
described as Black Magic (involving artifacts of various
kinds, pebbles under the carpet, pubic hair and a black
kitten). None of it worked, not surprisingly.
Not very different from claims of crystal cures, perhaps ....
However, to return specifically to Mr Edwards'
question and the deceased customer: unless the crystal
shop proprietor was also a medical practitioner, or
holding himself out as one, then his contribution to the
death of his customer would not be culpable. He would
not have been, by act or omission, a knowing or negligent cause of the death: Not a knowing one, because the
tumour had not been diagnosed (and nearly everybody
gets headaches, tumours or not); not a negligent one,
because his only liability to the customer is that of a
reasonable crystal shop proprietor (a contradiction in
terms?) and not that of a reasonably competent medical
practitioner.
The proprietor, ironically, is at greater risk if the customer lives!

•

Jonestown Revisited
The Sydney Morning Herald, Today's People column
of August 31, reported that Channel 7 had shown an
episode of the series World of the Unknown in the early
hours of one morning of that week. The episode dealt
with the topic of miracle healing and featured the talents
of one Rev Jim Jones. Both the SMH and the Skeptic
feel that some disclaimer should have been inserted,
which mentioned the ultimate fate of Jones and his followers. We believe that mass suicide adds a new dimension to the concept of "healing".
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MUSINGS

Literalism - the Curse of.the Skeptics
Sir Jim R Wallaby
From time to time we are approached, not to say reproached, by indignant correspondents who begin their
letters with a dictionary definition of the word "sceptic",
and who then seek to berate us because of our presumed
failure to live up to their perception of just what an
Australian Skeptic should be. They seem to be unable
to comprehend the fact that the published aims of our
organisation define our areas of activity, not a literal
definition of one part of our title. This is perhaps
fortunate because one dictionary definition of Skeptic
is, "a member of one of the the Ancient Greek schools of
philosophy who believed that real knowledge of things
is impossible.".
I don't think that that would describe the attitude of
most Australian Skeptics, or even, if we take the literalist approach to its logical extreme, that all Australian
Skeptics need necessarily be either ancient or Greek.
Some of us are pretty long in the tooth (Harry Edwards
is no spring chicken for a start) and some of us are of
Hellenic extraction, but neither status is compulsory.
Another definition is: "a person who mistrusts people,
ideas, etc. in general". That may well fit some of our
more misanthropic members, but again, it is not a
mandatory requirement.
I suspect that the sort of people who demand that we
concern ourselves exclusively with their own particular
idee fu:e are the sort of people who would have taken
out writs against Monty Python's Flying Circus because
they were not dedicated to herpetology, aeronautics or
the training of wild animals.
I wonder are we the only targets of this outrage, or
do other organisations perhaps suffer from similarly indignant literalism? Does BHP have to explain why its
sole role is not the proprietorship of Broken Hill? And,
if so, would Kabwe, Zambia be included in this proprietorship because it used to be called Broken Hill? Does
General Electric need to excuse itself if it sells a toaster
to a corporal? Can CSR only refine sugar grown in Hong
Kong, Gibraltar and Tristan de Cunha? Is the High

Court of Australia lambasted because it refuses to move
from the shores of Lake Burley Griffin to the peak of
Kosciusko? Should the Pyramid Building Society have
confined itself to building tombs for Egyptian Pharaohs? (Come to think of it, that probably wouldn't have
been a bad idea.)
Why leave it there; why not apply it to people also?
Among the Skeptics committee we could imagine Tim
Mendham dedicating himself to carrying out running
repairs on legs of cured pig meat; Steve Walker being
forbidden to either drive, ride or run; Mark Plummer
installing drains for those with German currency; Harry
Edwards going around harassing people called Ted?
This family magazine certainly will not canvass the
activities that literalists might assume Dick Champion
to indulge in.
If this sort of thing is to continue, I am going to lobby
my friends on the national committee to change the
name of the organisation to The Australian Society for
the Total Extermination of Dictionary Readers.

••••
Recently, while perambulating along York Street, Sydney, it came to my notice that the Aquarian Bookshop,
that purveyor of all things New Age and esoteric, had
moved from the ground floor of its building into the
basement next door. Does this mean that we have driver
the opposition underground?

• •••
Recently, a correspondent sent me a page from Pn-\•aa
(sorry) Creation ExNihilo, learned journal of the Creation Science? Foundation. It contained what seemed to
be stories taken from newspapers, which the CEN
editors presumably believed support their perverse view
of the world and its history. They quote from a story in
The Australian of April 14, 1990, which reported a
Chinese scientist's opinion that the sun had shrunk by
410 km between the years 1715 and 1987, at an average
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rate of 1.5 km per year.
I will quote verbatim, the comment from the CEN
columnist:
"If (my emphasis) this shrinkage has always been 15
kilometres a year, it means the solar system cannot be
billions of years old as evolutionists claim. At this rate,
only one million years ago the sun would have been
twice its current diameter. Ten million years ago it
would have been too large for life to exist on earth. And
210 million years ago the sun would have been touching
the surface of the earth. This is more in keeping with the
creationist belief that the solar system is only thousands, (CEN' s emphasis) not millions or billions, of
years old.
Well, you cannot fault their mathematics much, although I make it only 196 million years ago that the sun
must have been touching the earth at perihelion and 203
million years ago at aphelion (what are a few million
years between friends) but everything else in the comment is open to some question. The sun currently has a
diameter of around 1.4 million km. I doubt that we have
instruments today that could measure a change in its
diameter of only 1.5 km and I am very dubious that
anyone in 1715 had an instrument that could measure
the diameter of the sun with anything like the precision
required to give any meaning to the claim in the comment. I am aware that there are various hypotheses
around that suggest that the sun inflates and deflates at
various cyclical periods and perhaps one of our astrophysicists might care to give us the latest understanding
of this evidence.
Of course, the real objection to this load of rubbish is
the way the whole comment is based on an unsubstantiated assumption (If this shrinkage has always been 1.5
km a year..... then the solar system cannot be millions of
years old). Using this sort of argument, I can say "If the
sun is made entirely of rice pudding then life on earth
cannot exist". Which advances the sum of human
knowledge by not an iota.
I had to think for a while before I could place just
where I had run into this sort of thing before. Who else
builds a substantial case on the foundation of wholly unsupported assumptions? Then it struck me and I will
reveal it here for the very first time. A scoop for the
ERICH VON DANIKEN IS SCIENCE
Skeptic!
ADVISOR TO THE CREATION SCIENCE? FOUNDATION!!!!!! I could, of course, be wrong.

•••••••••••••••••••
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The same page of the journal of record referred to above
also claims that the government of California has ordered the closure of the graduate school of the Institute
of Creation Research (ICRGS). This is not true. The
California Department of Education, after an assessment by a panel of scientists, refused to reapprove the
ICRGS as a source of master's degrees in science and in
science education. This decision was taken for the
reason that the ICRGS was not teaching science. Which
seems to me to be a reasonable basis on which to deny
it the right to issue degrees in the subject.

•

Sir Jim R Wallaby, who takes his literalism literally, is
about to open an atheletic training establishment for
marsupials.

I.C.A.O. Rules ! O.K. !
Belgium, it would seem, is the location of the latest rash
of UFO sightings. A recent report in the Sydney Morning Herald describes an operation in which the Belgian
Air Force and the Belgian Society for Studying Spacial
Phenomena combined to track down the mysterious
sightings. The operation appears not to have been
particularly successful, but television pictures have
been obtained of an object described as "a triangle 30 to
50 metres in diameter, with red, green and white lights
at the comers, ten times brighter than any star. It has a
convex underbelly and makes a whistling noise."
Apart from wondering how one determines the diameter of a triangle, one can only be heartened by the
news that our extraterrestrial visitors have so much
respect for earthly laws that they have fitted their craft
with navigation lights which conform with ithe International Civil Aviation Organisation regulations. Good
on you, Alpha Centauri.
BW
Australian Skeptics has become an export industry. In
recent months, articles and news items from the Skeptic
have been reprinted in the British and Irish Skeptic, the
Indian Skeptic, Basis (Bay Area Skeptics), Rocky
Mountain Skeptic, Grain of Salt (Delaware Valley
Skeptics), The Pseudo Science Monitor (Midwest
Committee for Rational Inquiry). We are flattered and
delighted that our overseas colleagues find our work
worthy of reporting .
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Mechanistic or
Moralistic III
Sir,
The "Mechanistic, Moralistic" debate which has been conducted in
recent issues of your magazine is (it
seems to me) an extremely important one, and will I hope be pennitted to carry on a little longer.
It would be useful at this point to
introduce the concepts of absolutism/relativism into the debate. The
common definition of an absolute is
"an idea that is not modifiable by
factors such as time, culture, individual psychology or circumstances; but which is perfect and
unchangeable". In a Godless universe, absolutes have little or no
foundation. If we accept the above
definition, then absolutes exist independently of man (seeing as they
cannot be affected by anything we
do). But if this is not the case then
morality exists solely in man, and
can indeed be altered by culture,
individual psychology or circumstances. For if morality is truly
relative and does not exist independently of man, then morality is
whatever we want it to be.
The readers of this magazine would
(I suspect) mostly be relativists and
would logically agree with the last
statement. It is precisely at this
point however that Messrs Champion, Chirgwin, Williams et al run
into severe difficulties. In their
replies to Mr Preston, they appear to
have, (either explicitly or implicitly), declared that humanist morality is based around minimising
human misery and maximising
human happiness. It is a utilitarian
ethic which, (in a variation of
Christ's command to "do unto others as you would have them do to
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LETTERS
Letters to the editor are
welcome on any topic which
may be of interest to other
Skeptics. Wherever possible, responses to critical
letters are printed below
the letter.
you"), basically says, "help others,
because by doing so you' 11 probably
end up helping yourself eventually". Now it occurs to me that, in
the absence of moral absolutes, this
is an eminently sensible formula for
the majority to follow, for not to do
so on a very wide scale would indeed rebound upon most of us at
some stage. But does living one's
life in this way make one more
moral, (good), than someone who
lives their life according to a different code? The answer would appear
to be no. The humanistic ethic is one
of many. Communists for example
would claim to have their own
morality and we should not forget
Nietzsche's "will to power", among
many others. Nietzschean "will to
power" is light years away from
"minimising human misery, maximising human happiness", but it is a
distinct ethic which all can accept or
reject. But what is the basis for this
decision?
It can hardly be "I choose ethic A
because it is more moral than the
others" when one is a relativist. For
to do so is to absolutise one's position. The only basis a relativist can
use when choosing between the
myriad ethical systems is to decide
which works best for him. It may
indeed tum out that the majority opt
for the humanistic code, but this
would have to be on purely utilitar-

1an, not moral grounds. If anothe1
person chooses a completely antisocial ethic (which leads to say,
drug-pushing), and can evade the
law (entirely possible), and become
rich, comfortable and happy (probable), in a relativist universe there is
no moral basis for condemning (or
even dissuading) such a person.
The humanist cannot stand up and
say he is immoral because he violates the humanist code of ethics
because the humanist cannot point
to a moral law outside of mere opinion that underpins the universe and
validates his particular code. His
atheism has denied him that avenue
In the end he can only rely on his
own opinion, and, in the absence of
absolutes, one opinion is no more
moral or immoral than another.
Hence, to be consistent with his
creed, the atheist should refrain
from absolutising his own code of
ethics and refrain from moral condemnation of anyone who violates
his particular code. All he can do is
persuade people that his code has a
higher utility value than other
codes. While this may be true fo1
the majority, it is not true for everyone. Many people eschew the
humanistic code and "get away with
it". This is a brute fact of life.
Atheistic humanists cannot have
their cake and eat it too. The universe is either Godless and moral
absolutes do not exist, or moral
absolutes do exist and there is a God
in the universe.
It is appropriate to conclude this
rather long letter with the words of
Alan Bloom, author of The Closing
of the American Mind. He speaks
indirectly of the tendency to try to
kill God with the minimum of
bloodshed; "Secularisation is the
wonderful mechanism by which
religion becomes non-religion.
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Mannsm 1s seculansed Christianity, so is democracy, so is utopianism, so are human rights. Everything connected with valuing must
come from religion ... Dogmatic
atheism culminates in the paradoxical conclusion that religion is the
only thing that counts".
In truth, atheistic humanism is a
prodigal son of Christianity
- David Quinn
Coorparoo QLD
Rafe Champion responds:
The most appropriate response to
Mr Quinn is probably located in the
pontification of Barry Williams at
the end of the last (Winter 1990)
Skeptic. This points out that attempts to derive morals from some
supernatural deity have only led to
endless debate about the nature or
existence of the deity. This is completely unhelpful because it distracts from the real issues, namely
problems on earth and the moral
principles and practices that are
required to solve them. Equally
unhelpful is the discourse of philosophers on the 'nature of the
Good' and the meaning of terms
such as 'right' and 'justice'.
I am prepared to stand with Mr
Quinn as an absolutist, but my absolutism is very different from his. It
is not based on God and it is not
especially concerned with values. It
is concerned with truth, namely the
correspondence theory of truth that
was rehabilitated this century by
Alfred Tarski. According to this
theory, a statement is true (absolutely) if it corresponds to the facts.
This kind of truth is not handed
down by deities or any pther kind of
authority. It is not a single thing and
it is not the end point of an investigation. It is a regulative standard for
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any debate that involves facts.
Turning now to Mr Quinn' s critique
of humanistic morality and the
problem of standing up for the
humanitarian standards against
communists and those who follow
Nietzsche's 'will to power'. Two
points need to be made here. First,
practical! y every moral and political
code is based on a theory about the
way the world works and it is justified by assumptions about the benefits which will result from putting
the ideal in place. Second, we have
the benefit of some thousands of
years of conscious and unconscious
experiments in this field.
Those who want to pursue peace,
freedom and prosperity can identify
many ways that these aims are
undermined, and we can do this
without recourse to deities. No
doubt there will always be some
people who prefer war, slavery and
poverty, so we have to hope that
they can be kept under control by
people of good will. It is unlikely
that they will be restrained by invoking a (possibly nonexistent)
deity, or absolute moral values
based on that deity.
Richard Chirgwin responds:
Oh dear, I had hoped to be free for
other arguments, but this debate
looks like dragging on longer than
the Crusades.
I'm not as convinced as Mr Quinn
thatihaverunintoanymore 'severe
difficulties' than do religious moralists, since the history of religious
moralism has a history of the same
sort of relativism as has humanistic
moralism: the church has a record of
modifying its moral stands to cope
with changes in society.
This undermines the dichotomy that
is the cornerstone of the religious

moralist, that you either have a God
with absolute morals, or no God and
no source of morals; since, even
with a God there, Christian morals
have changed over the years. Further, the morality preached by
Christ has required commentary
and interpretation ever since, from
the letters of St Paul through to the
present day. Is God so limited as to
supply a partial moral system? For
if not imperfect, then the mora]
systems preached by the church is at
least incomplete.
But what is the purpose of a moraJ
system anyway, even within the
church? According to Christian
doctrine, morals have nothing to do
with salvation: following God's law
has been insufficient for a reconciliation with God since the time of
Christ. Christians' own religious
morals, many of them invented by
the church or extrapolated from
existing writings, have developed
along socially utilitarian lines.
They developed, in other words, to
protect individuals and aid in creating a society that fosters Christian
ideals (in this, Christianity is
unique, being the only religion that
denies the possibility of salvation
through observance).
And Mr Quinn's problem of 'getting away with it' is insoluble in any
moral system. For those who get
away with it, religious morality can
only offer the prospect of punishment in the afterlife.
Neither are the humanistic concerns
sufficiently answered by religious
morals, because to subscribe to a
religious viewpoint in the first place
requires an individual's choice. Are
Messrs Quinn, Preston et al saying
that all those who doubt or question
the existence of a god should immediately become anarchistic, forni-
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eating, murdering drug addicts?
This ta1ces us back to the beginning
of the debate. It kicked off with
criticism of sceptics on this basis:
that we have no right to criticise or
expose charlatans, since we cannot
subscribe to or promote a humanistic moral system without being
hypocritical.
How come? If mankind ma1ces the
moral system by (for want of a better
term) social contract, then surely
mankind has the right to enforcement or promotion of that moral
system within its parameters. It is
neither hypocrisy, ignorance or
sophistry to say that "human society
has, as a whole, decided that murder
is a wrong, and therefore each person has a right to prevent and condemn murder".
There is even precedent for humanistic morals in the Bible: Christ
acknowledged secular authority by
his command to 'render unto Caesar'. Even though Caesar's heirs are
now elected rather than born, the
principle remains that the judges
and enforcers of social morality
belong to society.
Hypocrisy may occur if we tried,
unilaterally and without the blessing of society, to impose our moral
system on others. But, even in the
Skeptics' exposes of charlatans and
rip-off merchants, the organisation
is not imposing its morals. The aim
is to present all the facts to people so
that they can base their own decisions on lasting reason rather than
passing emotion.
Unfortunately I'll have to cut this
tome short; of course the debate has
gone on since before Christ and
won't end while mankind survives.
I'm now going to spend a few weeks
thinking about football - where a
coded system of rules, invented
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completely by mankfod, is enforced
without reference to God.

Barry Willia~ responds:
I do not believe that my previous
response made any statement, either
explicit or implicit, about humanist
ethics. My purpose was not to defend any system of ethics, but to
challenge those who posit an externally (to humanity) imposed code of
ethics, to rationally defend their
position.
Mr Quinn raises the concepts of
absolutism/relativism, as though
these concepts are necessarily mutually exclusive. Clearly, if we
study physics, this is not the case in
the material world. There is a vast
body of experimental and theoretical evidence that we live in a relativistic universe This universe also
contains absolutes. The speed of
light, zero Kelvin and various conservation laws are, to the best of our
current knowledge, absolutes. They
certainly meet the requirements of
Mr Quinn' s definition and of course
apply equally, and are as important,
whether there is a God or not. This
is not to say that our understanding
of these phenomena is perfect, nor
that it ever will be, but all the available evidence does suggest that our
current state of knowledge is somewhere in the same paddock with the
truth. Science provides us with a
mechanism by which we can refine
our knowledge of the material world
and enable to better explain how
things work.
With moral absolutes, no such
mechanism exists. It is all very well
for Mr Quinn, or anyone else, to
assert that moral absolutes exist but
he offers no evidence to support his
assertion, so there is no objective
way that we can determine whether

or not they do exist, or, if they do,
what they are. Every thought we
have about morality is coloured by
our own, human, experience. We
are not born with some set of moral
imperatives imprinted in our brains.
Nor are we born as Christians,
Buddhists, Moslems or anything
else; we are indoctrinated with these
religious ideas as we grow up, and,
presumably in the process, we learn
about the "moral absolutes" accepted within those faiths. This
learning, however, comes from
human teachers, not from divine
instruction. It is not inconceivable
that some sort of evidence for moral
absolutes could exist. For instance,
there could perhaps be some case
made for moral absolutes if every
individual subscribed to some
single precept (although, in this
case, it could equally be argued that
this was in fact some evolutionary
survival imperative), or if some
precept was inscribed in flame in the
sky using some method no-one
could explain by natural laws, but
such phenomena do not exist. It is
nothing more than arrogance (a very
human attribute) to claim that our
particular morality is absolute. It is
an attribute displayed by many
people, regardless of which corner
of the religious arena they choose ta
inhabit, and is probably one of the
pleasures of being human.
Therefore, every problem that Mr
Quinn poses for the proponent of
humanist ethics must apply equally
to the follower of a religious ethic.
In each case, it all depends upon
human opinion and choice. There is
just no objectively acceptable evidence in favour of externally imposed morality, only unsupported
assertions. For the religious proponent to decide which moral postures
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are absolute, and to then claim that
they are God-given, does not advance the debate by one iota. They
are not providing evidence, they are
seeking to avoid the issue.
So, although Mr Quinn may have
exposed a problem of consistency in
a humanist approach to what we
chose to refer to as morality, my
point is that religious believers have
exactly the same problems, even
though they might seek refuge in the
ploy of attempting to put part of the
question beyond debate. To counter
this my, less than serious, advice to
humanists is to say that their morality is consistent because of grelb
(and of course, to refuse any invitations to define grelb). That should
"level the playing field" as the current political jargon has it.
Alan Bloom's comment is just as
profound if reversed. "Christianity
(or Buddhism, or Islam) is mysticised democracy, or Marxism, or
utopianism (or whatever)."
Equally, I could say "In truth, Christianity (or Hinduism or Zoroastrianism) is just nervous (or self deluded)
atheism".
Finally, and wearing my editorial
hat, I agree with Richard Chirgwin
that this debate is becoming repetitious and tedious. Unless some startling new evidence is adduced to
breathe life into the debate, this
correspondence is closed.

A virgin by any other
name
Sir,
Barry Williams may be "heartily
sick"of theology (the Skeptic
Vol 10, No2), but some of us at least
are very interested in Biblical exegesis.
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Groves and Brown, m therr excellent article "Major Blunders of
Major Prophets" in the above mentioned issue, could perhaps have
taken the quotation from Isaiah 7: 14
(p.9) "Behold, a virgin shall conceive and bear a son ...... " a little
further, as this "prophecy" is quoted
in Matthew 1:23 to support the account of the "virgin" birth of Jesus.
The word for "virgin" there used (in
Greek) is parthenos. Now, the author of Matthew, writing in Greek,
was not translating directly from the
Old Testament, but was quoting
from the already existing Greek
translation of the OT, known as the
Septuagint (symbol LXX).
Unfortunately for him, a careful
reading of the context indicates that
this prophecy referred to then contemporary events, and indeed,
Unger and White in "An Expository
Dictionary of Biblical Words"
(Nelson, 1985) state that it is here a
reference to Isaiah's own son (see
8:3).
Furthermore, the original Hebrew
word translated as "virgin" (parthenos in LXX) is a/mah, which is
defined in the standard "Hebrew
and English Lexicon of the Old
Testament" by Brown, Driver and
Briggs as "young woman (ripe
sexually; maid or newly married)".
(No mention of virginity.) Souter's
"Pocket Lexicon to the Greek New
Testament", underparthenos, says:
"a maiden, a virgin";... In Mt. i:23
parthenos is an inaccurate translation (due to LXX) of a Hebrew word
in Isa. vii: 14 meaning a female
adolescent, a young woman of marriageable age, whether married or
not, rightly translated by Theodotion and Aquila neanis." Liddell
and Scott's "Greek-English Lexicon" defines neanis as "a young

woman, girl, maiden." And, indeed,
the New English Bible says, in
Isaiah 7:14: " ... a young woman is
with child .... " (The Hebrew original
does not have any part here of the
verb "to be", so one can insert either
"is" or "will be"; and both Hebrew
and Greek have "the", not "a", before a/mah and parthenos.)
The author of Matthew was fond of
quoting Scripture to support his
account of events, showing how it
was "fulfilled" by them. Either he
was not familiar with the original
Hebrew (which would make one
wonder who he was), or he deliberately used the mistranslation for his
own ends, in line with that welJ
known modem adage of journalism
"never let the facts get in the way of
a good story".
Alan Towsey
Tahmoor NSW
PS If the Skeptics Book Service ha~
been set up "to allow the purchase of
books at below retail price", how i5
it that Barry Williams' review of
"The Creation Science Controversy" (Price) quotes the price as
$14.95, but the Book Service has it
at $17.95?

I confess! It was my error. The
retail price of the book is $19.95
BW.

Statistics
'Sir,
Dick Champion was, of course, very
right to expose the nonsense both in
Stack and Lester's (1988) brief
paper on sunsigns, wobbly statistics
and the subsequent journalistic
beat-up (Voll0 No 2).
But he was too kind, the chi-squared
statistic used by the authors is notoriously prone to yield false positive
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results. Worse still, the format of
the original paper makes it impossible to recalculate the data analysis
appropriately.
The authors should have used
Jeffrey's test on a 2 x 2 table to
obtain the posterior probability that
Pisces had anything to do with suicidal ideation. My guess, from the
published paper, is that the whole
exercise would have collapsed if the
sums had been done properly.
Readers should be warned against
apparently scientific analyses
which are really obsolete and misleading pretentiousness.
But, try telling this to the journalists
who want a story. "Researchers
discover nothing" is not a marketable headline.

(Prof) R. A.M.Gregson
Armidale NSW

Divining tests
Sir,
Only recently have I had the pleasurable opportunity to read the Summer 89 account of the Australian
Skeptics Divining Tests. But I must
challenge the conclusion of Harry
Edwards that "divining is a delusion".
In fact, the tests demonstrate the
universality of the unknown
"power" that underlies both divining and parapsychology. It disappears whenever tests are conducted
under controlled conditions by
hard-nosed skeptics. This common
characteristic conclusively proves
"its" existence.
More seriously, my compliments
not only for your splendid efforts
but for the delightful account of
your tests.
Philip J. Klass
Washington D.C.

Divining tests a response
Harry Edwards responds to
J.Tynan's letter (Skeptic Vol 10
No 2) on the reporting of the
unofficial water divining tests
(Vol 9 No4).
J. Tynan's critical comments in respect of our impromptu and unofficial divining tests seems to miss the
point. These tests were not part of
the official programme and they
told us nothing about the ability of
people to divine water under controlled conditions. They were not
intended to. They do, however, tell
us something about the mindset of
some of those who believe themselves to have some unusual ability
and about the ease with which
people can delude themselves.
Adopting J.Tynan's suggestion of
reporting, sans humour, would reduce this journal to a compendium
of statistical essays, which might
appeal to some of our readers, while
alienating others. Take for example
Sir Jim R Wallaby's article on chain
letters (Vol 10 No 2). Written
straight, it would be reduced from a
rib-tickling satirical speculation to a
dull exercise in simple multiplication. The use of "mocking aside",
(J.Tynan's description) is an effective and acceptable method of emphasis that helps to lighten an otherwise straight account. In our report
of the divining tests, we included
both Ian Bryce's excellent, serious
and factual report of the official
tests and my own report of the unofficial tests. Our feed-back suggests that most readers thought the
two articles complimented each
other.
The testing of the claims of those,

whether they be charlatans or honestly self-deluded people, who believe that they have special abilities,
may take many forms and we should
not discard any of them that prove to
be effective. In fact, it might be
suggested that, if we restrict ourselves purely to "official" tests, then
the only people who we will ever
test are those who are self deluded.
No charlatan, who is well aware of
his own duplicity, will ever present
himself for a fair and objective test.
Could James Randi have ever hoped
to expose the dangerous activities of
the so-called faith healers if he had
restricted himself to "fair and objective", controlled tests? Of course
not.
This is not to suggest that we considered any of the people who presented themselves for testing at the
divining tests to be in any way other
than genuinely convinced that they
could do what they claimed they
could. Quite on the contrary, we
found all of them to be people whose
integritj' we would not question.
Nonetheless, despite our conducting tests that all parties, prior to the
event, agreed to be fair, we did receive several excuses and complaints after the event. We have
received no complaints about the
unofficial tests. Sometimes it is a
little difficult for non'-scientific
people to understand just what the
results of scientific tests mean.
Almost no-one would have been left
in doubt as to the results of the
unofficial tests.
J.Tynan asks, "can other diviners
and practitioners of the paranormal
be expected to participate in the
future if such tests are part of the
denouement?" In answer to that, we
can only say that we have seen no
diminution of the number of people
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some of those who failed the tests
in October last.
Australian Skeptics and the Skeptic
have a number of roles to fulfil.
Among these roles is the scientific
testing of anomalous claims, but
equally we are required to promulgate information in a manner that
people at large will understand. If
we were a learned society, with a
homogeneous, specialist audience,
it would be quite proper to expect us
to restrict ourselves to serious reporting, using only the language
and jargon of that specialised field.
That is not the case and we will
continue to offer the mixture of
approaches that, if our mail is any
guide, our readers appear to want

Misrepresentation?
Sir,
In a recent review of skeptical errors
in the Arizona Skeptic (Jan 1990, pp
3-5), the Skeptic author refers to the
report of the Plimer-Gish debate in
your publication as the 'worst example' of skeptical failure he has
come across, full of errors and distortions. I was reminded of this, to
a lesser degree, by Alex Ritchie's
report on the 'CSF Summer
School'. I showed it to a number of
others who were at the sessions he
describes. They agree that the most
charitable explanation one can
come up with is that the commitment is so deep that, like the convinced astrologer, one sees what
one wishes to see, regardless of
reality.
Space forbids detailing the lot, but
for instance, Ritchie in his point 4
(d) acknowledges that Wise believed that Australopithecines were
not in the human line, yet later he
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wntes that Wise 'stunned' his audience by implying that Australopithecines "somehow had to be
accommodated in the human family, even if not in the direct line".
This is simply not true.
Ritchie also misleads re his debate
challenge - we not only asked for it
to be held on national TV (live) but
to be expanded in scope. Deathly
silence followed - not a hint that this
was 'difficult to arrange' - nothing
but continued allegations that Snelling 'refused to debate'. Meantime,
we hereby withdraw our offer to
debate after many months of continued unethical misrepresentations.
The worst was his (mis-)representation of the Hendry interruption issue. We were way over time even
before Ritchie asked his question.
Having felt that we had been more
than fair in allowing such 'overtime', I politely turned down further
attempted comments in favour of a
long-overdue 'cuppa'.
Ritchie admits to having asked
Hendry along, whether or not he
primed him misleadingly, the fact is
that Hendry later said he had mistakenly believed that Snelling's
views were being falsely represented as 'mainstream' geological
opinion. It was in fact Hendry who
first began to shout angrily; we have
of course gladly accepted his later
apology, because of the misunderstanding. Because of this eruption
(to Dr Hendry's credit, he specifically asked that the ladies in the audience be apologised to on his behalf), a volatile Scot in the audience
(who later also apologised to Hendry) leaped up and roared threateningly at the one so rudely shouting.
To his credit, Andrew Snelling kept
his calm and tried to find out what
had caused such uncharacteristic

behav10ur m hls fnend, hence the
subsequent clarification. He in fact
stood beside David Hendry explaining the misunderstanding to those
who had gathered around. (Hardly
'everlasting shame'!)
Contrary to the twisted Ritchie report, there was no forbidding of free
speech, for those attending throughout, there was ample question/discussion time, which was utilised by
other evolutionists acting with
genuine intent and within the guidelines of courteous behaviour.
Dr Carl Wieland
Managing Director
Creation Science Foundation
Dr Alex Ritchie responds:

Dr Wieland complains that my report of the 1990 CSF Summe1
School (Skeptic Vol 10 No 1 pp 912) was 'misleading' and 'twisted' strong words. I reported it as I saw
it. I withdraw nothing, If Carl
Wieland saw it differently then that
is his prerogative.
Wieland's claim of 'ample question/discussion time' will ring hollow to anyone familiar with creationist debating tactics. Andrew
Snelling's talk was 9.15-10.30 am
the only designated time in CSF's
daily programme for questions 01
discussion was at 9.30 pm. Eleven
hours is a long time to wait to ask a
geologist a simple question on geology, in front of a different audience!
I admitted that I drew to the attention of Dr Andrew Snelling's Ph D
supervisor, Dr David Hendry that
Snelling was scheduled to talk variously on "How Old is Everything",
"Why, as a Geologist, I Believe in
theWorldWideFloodofNoah" and
"An Australian Case Study in Flood
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Geology". Having never heard his
former student present a creationist
version of geology, David Hendry
was keen to attend. Wieland insults
both David Hendry and myself in
suggesting that I "primed him misleadingly". David Hendry is familiar with geological dating methods
outside my field of expertise and
our research areas are poles apart.
In fact, we have had no communication.since the CSF meeting.
Wieland again misrepresents my
challenge to Snelling to a public
debate. It is clear and unequivocal.
I first challenged Snelling to a public debate in the last two paragraphs
of a letter to the Sydney Morning
Herald published on 8/12/87, as
follows:
"For more than 150 years geologists have realised that the Biblical
Flood story doesn't hold water as a
scientific theory. Despite this, one
of the leading members of the CSF,
Dr Andrew Snelling BSc, PhD (Geology), not only believes it but has
written several articles interpreting
Australian geology in the light of
Noah's Flood.
As a geologist with more than 30
years experience collecting and
studyingfossils I challenge Dr Snelling to a public debate in Sydney on
the topic of 'NOAH'S FWOD THE GEOLOGICAL EVIDENCE
FOR AND AGAINST'."
In a personal letter to Snelling ( 17/
12/87) I drew his attention to the
SMH public challenge and went on
to say:
"I understand from recent issues of
Creation Prayer News that you
have travelled the length and
breadth of Australia, in company
with Gary Parker, lecturing on this
very topic, to lay audiences. It
should not therefore present any

major problemsforyou to tackle the
same topic against another geologist, even one who is a bit rusty like
myself
I look forward to your response. I
am sure I can find the funds to cover
your airfare from Brisbane to Sydney for such an occasion. I have
received an encouraging number of
letters from SMH readers asking me
to let them know when (or if) such a
debate takes place; some were even
from creationists."
Snelling replied (2/2/88) demanding conditions which would have
negated the main object of the exercise - a debate on the geological
origins of the Earth between two
geologists- hardly, one would have
thought, a very restricted topic.
"Nevertheless, even though we are
extremely busy, we cannot be seen
not to take up your challenge.
However your terms are far from
satisfactory. Your choice of topic is
far too restrictive and assumes that
the evolutionary interpretation of
the geological evidence is valid.
Thus we would insist that the whole
question ofevolutionary interpretation would have to be up for debate
if Creation and Noah's Flood were
also on the agenda."
He further requested more than one
speaker on each side and for the
debate to be televised nationally,
live (or without editing). Apart
from the fact that Andrew obvious} y
needs someone to hold his hand in a
debate, the final condition must
strike anyone, who understands the
workings of TV networks, as ludicrous.
In May 1990 I renewed my challenge. The Australian Museum
Society (TAMS) invited me to give
a lecture on a topic of my choice. I
suggested instead a debate between

myself and Dr Snelling on The
Geological Evidence for and
against Noah's Flood", as a surefire crowd puller. TAMS formally
invited Dr Snelling (May 17th) to
take part in such a debate, offered to
pay his expenses for a visit to Sydney and gave him a wide choice of
dates - the whole of September and
November 1990. In their invitation
TAMS said:
"I understand that, as a qualified
geologist, you are the main spokesman for the Creation Science Foundation on geological matters. I am
informed also that you have written
and lectured extensively on the
subject of the geological evidence
for Noah's Flood and are ,
therefore, the ideal person to present, or defend, the case for Flood
Geology."
In his reply (June 14th), Dr Snelling
claimed to have been misrepresented by me on the matter of a
debate and repeated his demand for
several speakers and for live national TV coverage before he would
agree to such a debate! He accused
both me and the "organisation in
whose publication he writes and
with whom he is often publicly associated" (Australian Skeptics) of
"an anti-creation obsession" and of
having "consistently exhibited a
disregard for ethics". After a lot
more in the same vein, Snelling
stated that "my/our counter-offer
has from this moment been withdrawn until such time as a willingness to conduct this whole matter on
an ethical and gentlemanly level
has been consistently displayed."
Snelling hastily added that he was
not suggesting "that Dr Ritchie
himself has displayed these tactics
in such debates, ... "
I am pleased to note that Dr Snelling
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absolves me from using unfair tactics in debate. This makes all the
more puzzling the statement in Dr
Wieland's letter that "Meantime we
hereby withdraw our offer to debate
after many months of continued unethical misrepresentations."
I have never challenged Dr Wieland
to a debate on the geological aspects
of Noah's Flood - he is as unqualified to speak on things geological,
as I am on matters medical. In my
chapter "Testimony of the Rocks, or
Geology versus the 'Flood"' (Confronting Creationism: Defending
Darwin, 1987) I presented my
firmly held belief that the geological record stands on its own. Geology is mostly investigated by scientific disciplines far removed from,
and quite independent of, those
used in the biological sciences. The
theory of evolution may be strongly
supported by the fossil record oflife
preserved in rock but interpretation
of the record of the rocks is not
dependent on the theory of evolution. Fundamentalist creationists,
such as Wieland and Snelling, always try to disguise this fact when
they attack the geological sciences,
using 'evolution' as a red herring to
distract attention.
So, the question is quite simple.
When will Dr Andrew Snelling B
Sc, Ph D (Geology) stop hiding
behind the coat-tails of his creationist collective? I again challenge him
to present and defend his geological
interpretations of Noah's Flood in
public. Although he is always willing to address such topics in front of
uninformed, lay or school audiences, Dr Snelling is remarkably
reluctant to present and defend such
views in open debate against one of
his geological peers. What is he
afraid of? After all, the best way to
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avoid misrepresentation is to present your own case.
I hesitate to suggest cowardice. A
more charitable explanation may be
that there is no geological evidence
for Noah's Flood and that Dr Andrew Snelling B Sc, Ph D (Geology)
knows it, in which case, why
doesn't he come clean and admit it?

Editor's comment:
I am finally able to comment on the
opinion expressed in the Arizona
Skeptic, having at last seen a copy.
The author of that opinion did indeed claim that our report of the
Plimer/ Gish debate was the "worst
example ofskepticalfailure" he had
come across. In this, he appeared to
be unable to distinguish between his
own interpretation of a tape made of
the debate and an on-the-spot news
report which summarised the debate. Our report did contain some
minor errors, which have been acknowledged in previous issues.
As one of those who actually attended the debate, I disagree with
the Arizona correspondent claims
but perhaps one had to be siting in
the audience to savour the full flavour of what was said. Unlike such
organisations as The Creation Science Foundation, neither Australian
Skeptics, nor, as far as I am aware,
any other sceptical group, has any
"party line" to which all are expected to adhere, on pain of excommunication or worse. Skeptics, as
our Letters column will attest, are
free to have their own opinions and
this magazine has published many
dissenting views (including, incidentally, a number of letters from
Dr Wieland).
In this context, and with reference to
the red herring of unethical coduct,
I should point out that, when Dr

Wieland claimed that an article in
the Skeptic misrepresented his or•
ganisation, our pages were made
available for him to seek redress.
That is because Australian Skeptics
is an ethical organisation.
I am sorry to say that The Creation
Science Foundation, and its publication Creation Ex Nihilo, does nol
offer the same courtesy. On March
13th this year, I wrote Dr Wieland a
letter for publication in CEN, in
which I sought to bring to the attention of its readers some factual errors in a series of articles which
were critical of, among others,
Australian Skeptics. To date, and
despite lengthy correspondence
between myself and Dr Wieland, he
has refused to publish my letter.
One is left to assume that the publishers of Creation Ex Nihilo have
so little faith in the "faith" of their
readers that they are fearful of exposing them to the truth. I will leave
it to the readers of the Skeptic to
reach their own conclusions about
the relative ethics of the two organisations.
It should surprise no-one that creationist should seek to use, what they
perceive to be, dissension within
the ranks of their opponents to bolster their own case. As they have
precisely no scientific evidence to
support their claims, disagreements
among their opponents are the only
thing that they can use in defence of
the indefensible. If any creationist
did have any plausible case to put, in
any of the areas in which he claims
to have scientific expertise, then it is
inconceivable, as Dr Ritchie has
pointed out above, that he would
refuse an opportunity to put it to a
scientifically literate audience or in
a debate with one of his peers. This
is why creationist "scientists" place
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restrictions and limitations on any
debate and why they seek to obfuscate the issue with spurious claims
of "misrepresentation" and "unethical behaviour". They realise quite
well that, in a head-to-head debate
on any particular scientific subject,
their pretensions will be exposed as
being laughably inadequate. Far
better to spout nonsense at children
and uninformed adults, than to risk
being exposed by those who understand the subject. We should expect
to see more claims of "unethical"
behavior and "misrepresentation"
as they seek to muddy the waters,
thus protecting
their peurile
pseudo-science from any informed
scrutiny.
As is the case with any organisation which knows TI-IE TRUTH,
the CSP clearly understands that
the truth is far too dangerous a
topic to be bandied about.

•
Change the focus
Sir,
The critical attention directed towards the subjects of Creation
"Science" and the various New Age
practices by your publication is a
matter of ongoing vexation to me.
In the United States, where the
Creation push poses a greater threat
to intellectual life than here, the
subject is addressed perhaps more
sparingly by The Skeptical Inquirer
than locally by the Skeptic. Since
Creation "Science" is entirely devoid of intellectual content and has
been soundly debunked scientifically, I find the prominence afforded the Creation/Evolution controversy by the Skeptic less than
creditable. Likewise is your apparent preoccupation with the manifest

nonsense of the New Age. It is
agreed that these issues must be
canvassed in the public arena but
surely the journal should concern
itself, chiefly, with attempts to determine the veracity or falsity of the
most challenging claims.
In view of the demise of the MJ-12
documents and the fact that the
popular alien abduction stories can
be readily explained by common
psychological mechanisms, I would
suggest that even the UFO question
should take a back seat to such phenomena as the Out-of-Body phase
of the Near Death Experience, the
putative miracle cures of the more
credible faith healers and other extraordinary occult claims which
swamp the media.
I am well aware that seemingly
compelling evidence can be adduced by the proponents of almost
any paranormal phenomenon, but
the sheer weight of well attested
accounts of extrasensory / remote
perception associated with NDEs
compels rigorous investigation.
I contend that the aforementioned
areas should be more actively targeted.
A.C.Brown
Brooklyn Park S.A.
Editors' comment:
There are a number of points to
make about Mr Brown's complaint:
1. Creationism, the New Age and
UFOs may well be dead, but they
won't lie down. They also comprise
a large proportion of the mythology
of our age and should continue to be
addressed.
2. What is published in the Skeptic
is largely dependent upon what
people are prepared to write. We
have published articles on OBEs

and faith healing and will do so
again, if we receive them.
3. Australian Skeptics is not in the
financial position to commission
major investigations into the matters suggested by Mr Brown, but we
will keep readers advised on any
information that we get. Faith healing is very well covered in the book
"The Faith Healers" by James
Randi (Prometheus, 1987) and in
the Student Essay Competition
winner published in this issue.
Susan Blackmore's "Adventures of
a Parapsychologist" (Prometheus,
1986) gives some interesting answers to OBEs.

Biology
Sir,
Simon Saubern asks (the Skeptic
Vol 10, No2) for an explanation o1
"the
incredible
mental
contortions .... to hold both advanced knowledge and seeming
drivel .... ".
In the "lower animals" the more
basic brains develop reflexes fo1
survival, and then emotional responses (for survival?) as evolution
proceeds. In the "more evolved"
animals, especially those Dr.Who
calls "quite my favourite species",
the cerebral cortex is more highly
developed and thought becomes
complex. However the development of the cortex does not develop
at the expense of the more basic
emotion centres.
"Feeling before facts" is an important rule when trying to understand
and relate to other people. How well
do you think when you are blind
with rage or madly in love?
So the young student is an excellent
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scientist, but a defender of creationism! Have you asked yourself what
his emotional needs are? Are you
listening clearly enough to detect
what is closest to his heart? (Sorry,
that should read "closest to his corticopontine and corticobulbar pathways"). Homo sapiens is not made
of cortex alone!
Twin studies indicate that attitudes
and opinions, as well as intelligence, have a genetic basis, although all of these things can be
potentiated by education in a concerned, supportive environment.
So, Simon, next time you notice
your brain works a little differently
from others, don't indulge in selfrighteous indignation. Remember,
there, but for the grace of selective
breeding, go I.

(Dr) Dora Mogensen
Loganholme QLD

Flood waters
Sir,
Like Dr Macey (Skeptic Voll 0, No
2), I too was curious about the depth
of water produced if all the atmospheric vapour condensed. My answer was 12 feet; other answers are
presumably printed elsewhere. It
was most instructive to make some
gross assumptions about the height
of the atmosphere and most importantly, the average temperature.
Engineers deserve grains, pounds,
gallons and cubic feet but why give
us Celsius data? What happened to
Fahrenheit?
In February 1960, the Bulletin ofthe
American Meteorological Society
carried an article calculating the
distribution of precipitable water
vapour over the continental United
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States at an average of only 3/4 inch
(p86).
In their book "The Genesis Flood",
creationists John Whitcombe and
Henry Morris attempt to calculate
the depth of flood waters from biblical data and end up with 17,000
feet (the height of Mt Ararat on
which the Ark was said to have
grounded) but "unless uniformitarianism be presupposed it is not
necessary to assume that antediluvian mountains were this high"
(p2).
So another approach is
needed. The flood rains lasted 40
days and were at maximum height
by then. On the 150th day the waters began to decrease. They calculated that the waters receded at an
average rate of 15 ft per day from the
150th to the 371st day, when the
Earth was dry and Noah could leave
the Ark. They agree that the level
thus fell for 221 days at 15ft per day
or a total of 3315ft. Even at very
high temperatures, where the vapour content of air would be much
higher, there seems no way you
could get a figure like this by condensing the vapour canopy. All of
this water "returned from off the
earth" (Gen 8:3) back to the sky.
An overlooked problem is one of
conservation of angular momentum. As this massive vapour canopy condensed down onto the surface, the rotational speed of the
Earth would increase and shorten
the daily period of rotation. In my
calculation, each day would be four
minutes shorter. That would be
interesting - you would feel lighter.
The whole exercise is a diversion
from the real issue, but it's more
fun.

Richard Walding
Sheldon QLD

Chain mail
Sir,
I read with interest Simon
Saubern's comments on chain letters (Skeptic Vol 10 No2). It is
fascinating how the highly educated
are just as susceptible to deception
as everyone else. An example
would be a creationist microbiology
lecturer I once had. Thanks to the
genetic immutability of bacteria,
their phylogeny isn't as simple and/
or obvious as it is for higher forms of
life, whose relationships are reasonably easy to trace. Hence my
lecturer had found a niche to which
evolution didn't seem to apply, and
put us through something called
"Adamsonian taxonomy", which
classifies organisms on the basis of
arbitrary similarities, rather than
their genetic relationships. This isa
little better, though, than anothe1
friend who didn't do High School
biology past year 10, so he wouldn't
have to learn about evolution! I can
only guess what his beliefs might be
now if he had actually been educated in the subject.
But anyway, re chain letters: I suspect that many people, rather than
dreading the awful results of not
passing on the letters, see them as a
bit of harmless fun. I know that this
was my attitude as a child. This sort
of approach needs to be discouraged
on two fronts. Firstly, that sending
on the letters is a purposeless waste
of resources (paper, postage etc.);
and that, secondly, there are "believers" out there to whom it might
be better not to provide such things.
The thing that always confuses me
when I receive chain letters, is that
they always claim to have been
around the world "x" number of
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times. How do the writers know?
Does this mean that Saul Whatshisname in Venezuela eventually got a
copy of his own letter, added the
circumnavigation time and sent it
off again?
Kate Orman
Castle Hill NSW

Here at Skeptics Central, we
think that the chain letter is a
money making scheme by Australia Post. Ed.

Thanks
Sir,
Firstly I would like to thank you for
selecting my entry as the winner of
your "utilise some phrases from Ex
Nihilo" competition. I'm not sure
why you think I show such promise
in the fields of advertising or politics but I am always open to lucrative offers.
Secondly, I think the new typeface
is a considerable improvement over
the old. Typefaces using serifs are
easier to read, this being the principal reason for their popularity in
printed media, where less than optimum printing conditions apply.
I'm also glad that you have it all the
same size now - more than one
unkind acquaintance has made the
assertion that the requirement for
the large type had something to do
with our member's preoccupation
with an activity traditionally linked
to failing eyesight!
Finally, the great Mafu escapade. I
don't suppose there is any easy way
to alert your fellow skeptics when
something like the Ray Martin
interview is going to take place.
(None that I can think of. Ed)
Most of us are at work at midday, so

we don't take much notice of what's
on the box then. I only saw the
"Couchman" episode.
Unfortunately, I don't think our
representatives came over all that
well on "Couchman". We really
should stick to one basic tenet, viz:
only a very small percentage of the
population are taken in by this sort
of nonsense. All we can reasonably
aim for is to ensure that it remains a
small percentage.
Ask awkward questions by all
means but simply calling Mafu a
fraud isn't really going to convince
anyone. A dispassionate dissection
of the the subject's question fielding
technique would probably be more
effective, e.g. "you' II notice that
she's called me this and that, at
some length but SHE HASN'T
ACTUALLY ANSWERED MY
QUESTION". Also, if people are
planning to laugh together, they
should practice beforehand or carry
ghetto blasters with laugh tapes.

Keith Walters
Lane Cove NSW

Subscription
Renewals
he next issue of the Skeptic will
ontain a subscription renewal
otice. This will be in every copy
ut it only applies to those subcribers whose subscription exires at the end of 1990. Those
ho have subscribed for three
ears should not re-subscribe.
o jog readers' memories, the adress label on this and future isues contains a two digit code.
hose whose label has (90) on it
hould renew. Those whose labels
ave 91 or 92 should not.
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